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Mandatory Continuing Education (MCE) has always been a "hot button" topic in the 
professions and land surveying is no exception. Though most other professions (i.e. 
medicine, education, accountancy, dentistry, nursing, etc.) have included scientifically 
based research as part of their debate on whether to make continuing education 
mandatory, no empirical studies in land surveying were found. Though the land 
surveying literature is replete with anecdotal discussions on the topic, (commentaries, 
editorials, policy statements, magazine articles, etc.), and tremendous energy is being 
expended within the land surveying profession in debating and making decisions 
regarding the MCE issue, the lack of hard research has necessitated that all needs for such 
research be met by borrowing from other professions. 
The herein described research adds a scientifically defensible study of MCE in the 
discipline of land surveying to the existing body of research on MCE. 
All Massachusetts Registered Professional Land Surveyors were invited to participate 
in an on-line survey of their use of recent advances in technology & professional methods 
in their practices and the educational methods they employed in developing competency. 
The responses were then organized according to the participants' responsibilities for 
MCE as a result of licensure in other states. As a result, the relationships among differing 
responsibilities for MCE and the application of recent advances in technology and 
professional methods employed in the practices of the participants was then able to be 
isolated, measured and studied as a variable contributing to practice quality and improved 
competency. 
The results identify significant disconnects among individual responsibilities for 
MCE, MCE regulatory methods, MCE delivery methods, the actual education methods 
employed by practitioners in developing competency and conventional adult education 
theory. The study concludes with a discussion of several avenues for further research and 
reform of MCE for the land surveying profession in order to address the issues raised. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Research Problem: 
Mandatory Continuing Education (MCE) has grown over the last few decades as a 
method used, most often by government regulators, but sometimes by professional 
organizations, to address the documented need for lifelong learning in the various 
professions and as a way to combat professional obsolescence. Growing out of the 
consumerism movement of the 1960's and 1970's, most MCE programs were developed 
to hold professionals more accountable to the public for keeping current in what were 
perceived to be times of increased technological and knowledge base advancement. 
Most MCE regulations consist of a series of educational requirements that an 
individual needs to meet in order to renew or maintain their professional license. The 
predominant way in which professionals meet such requirements is through attendance at 
seminars or conferences, with MCE credits given based on contact hours (attendance). 
Although some professions and jurisdictions give MCE credits for other activities such as 
authorship of scholarly papers, leadership in professional organizations, independent 
study, correspondence courses or teaching, administrative expediency has nearly 
universally meant that pre-MCE experience needs assessment, or post- MCE experience 
learning assessment, are rarely, if ever, done. Most MCE programs are self-reporting, 
meaning that practitioners provide documentation of their participation as part of their 
license renewal. 
In addition, the most widely utilized MCE program teaching method, the 
classroom style seminar presentation, is often noted as being in conflict with adult 
learning models which have been widely vetted and generally accepted (Knowles 1980). 
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Critics of MCE have cited all of the above reasons along with the cost (both direct and 
indirect) to a profession and the wider economy when arguing against mandatory 
requirements. 
Like most, if not all other professions, the land surveying profession has been 
engaged in this debate with a majority of jurisdictions embracing MCE, others staunchly 
opposing its implementations, and the others vacillating somewhere in between. Though 
the educational and professional literature is replete with studies on MCE, no study of the 
effectiveness of MCE as it relates to the land surveying profession, specifically, was 
found in the literature. The civil engineering literature is also devoid of such studies. In 
contrast, before most other professions have been able to focus their energies on how best 
to improve the quality of the education experiences and the quality of learning, they first 
addressed the more passionate issue of the level of government regulation. Though it 
would be desirable that debate on whether continuing education should be mandatory or 
voluntary could be set aside in order for a particular profession to focus on the actual 
education, realistically a decision on whether a mandatory or voluntary model is 
employed impacts so greatly the economics and viability of any meaningful proposal that 
it needs to be addressed first. 
This thesis presents a study of the effectiveness of MCE in improving practice 
quality and competence in the land surveying profession. This was accomplished 
comparing the practice quality of land surveyors, based on whether they were subject to 
MCE requirements, or not. This provides a perspective on the mandatory aspect of 
continuing education that is intended to refocus debate within the land surveying 
profession on improving the methods of teaching and learning and away from the 
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regulatory structure. By refocusing the debate, it is hoped that professional continuing 
education's impact on practice quality and competency in the land surveying profession 
can be improved. 
Statement of the Research Question: 
In order to address the above research problem the following research question 
was posed: 
"Does mandatory continuing education (MCE) in order 
to maintain licensure as a Professional Land Surveyor 
significantly improve practice quality and competency?" 
General Definitions: 
Mandatory vs. Voluntary Continuing Education: The difference between continuing 
education experiences that are mandatory and those that are voluntary is a critical 
distinction drawn herein. The term "Mandatory Continuing Education" and its acronym 
"MCE" are used exclusively to represent continuing education experiences which are 
mandated by a licensing authority in order for a professional licensee to renew or 
maintain their license. MCE is considered synonymous with the term "Mandatory 
Continuing Professional Development" (MCPD). MCE is also considered synonymous 
with other terms such as "Continuing Professional Competency (CPC) or Continuing 
Professional Education (CPE) when such terms are used in the context of a regulation 
where the mandatory nature is implied. 
Continuing Professional Education: When the term Continuing Professional Education or 
its acronym "CPE" is used without the modifier "voluntary" it is assumed to refer to an 
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actual educational experience, irrespective of its nature as either "mandatory" or 
"voluntary". When only the voluntary nature of a CPE experience is meant the word 
"voluntary" is attached as a modifier to the term CPE. The previously defined term MCE 
is considered synonymous with CPE that is mandatory. 
Land Surveyor: The term land surveyor, when used without a modifier, refers to the 
class of individuals who hold licenses in one or more jurisdictions to practice the 
profession of land surveying. The official title for such individuals varies among 
jurisdictions and includes such terms as Registered Land Surveyor, Licensed Land 
Surveyor, Professional Land Surveyor or Professional Surveyor. In various contexts 
throughout this study modifiers are used to refer to segments of this class of individuals. 
Such modifiers may be related to specific jurisdictions (e.g., Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, etc.), or to the specific titles within jurisdictions. For land surveyors licensed 
in Massachusetts the term used is Professional Land Surveyor (PLS), and for New 
Hampshire it is Licensed Land Surveyor (LLS). 
Land Surveying: Subtle differences exist among jurisdictions regarding the definition of 
land surveying and what exact tasks fall within such definitions. For the purposes of this 
thesis the term "land surveying" is considered defined as in Massachusetts General Laws 
Chapter 112, Section 8 ID as the "Practice of Land Surveying": 
"Practice of land surveying", any service or work, the 
adequate performance of which involves the application of 
special knowledge of the principles of mathematics, the 
related physical and applied sciences, and the relevant 
requirements of law for adequate evidence to the act of 
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measuring and locating lines, angles, elevations, natural 
and manmade features in the air, on the surface of the earth, 
within underground workings, and on the beds of bodies of 
water for the purpose of determining areas and volumes, for 
the monumenting of property boundaries, for locating or 
relocating any of the fixed works embraced within the 
practice of civil engineering, and for the platting, and 
layout of lands and subdivisions thereof, including the 
topography, alignment and grades of streets, and for the 
preparation and perpetuation of maps, record plats, field 
note records and property descriptions that represent these 
surveys. 
In the context of this thesis, the differences that exist among the definitions of the various 
jurisdictions are inconsequential. 
Board of Registration: The term "board of registration" or its acronym "BOR", when 
used without any modifiers, is a body charged with regulating the practice of land 
surveying and/or the land surveyors in a given jurisdiction. Some jurisdictions have a 
board of registration dedicated solely to land surveying and land surveyors and other 
boards of registration may also have concurrent jurisdiction over one or more other 
professions (i.e. engineering, architecture, etc.). A reference to a jurisdiction's land 
surveying registration board or their regulations is intended to focus attention on the land 
surveying related responsibilities of a given board with multi-profession responsibilities 
as distinct from any other professions that may be regulated by said board. When a 
specific jurisdiction's registration board is intended, the proper name of the board such as 
the "Massachusetts Board of Registration of Professional Engineers and of Land 
Surveyors" will be used {Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 112, Section 8 ID). In 
some instances a jurisdictional modifier will be used with the general term "board of 
registration" to make the distinction (e.g., Massachusetts Board of Registration), as well. 
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Adjoining States: For the purposes of this study the term "adjoining states" (to 
Massachusetts) is assumed to include the five states that physically touch Massachusetts: 
Connecticut, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont as well as the State 
of Maine. Although Maine does not physically touch Massachusetts, the two states are 
separated by only 20 miles, and as one of the six New England states, Maine, warranted 
inclusion when discussing issues related to geographic proximity. 
Definitions and Operationalization of Specific Terms: 
The research question included three terms that needed to not only be defined but 
also operationalized, specifically, "practice quality", "competency" and "significant 
improvement". Each of these is discussed separately below. 
Practice Quality: Mean "practice qualities" were determined for various samples, 
populations and various sub-groups thereof in order to make generalizations about the 
practice quality of the profession. These means were based on the measurement of the 
practice quality of individual land surveyors derived from responses to the study 
questionnaire. 
The definition of "practice quality" chosen for this study was determined so as to 
reflect the notion that a land surveyor's "primary obligation is to protect the safety, 
health, property and welfare of the public" and a given jurisdiction's board of 
registration's belief in what that means {Code of Massachusetts Regulations. 250 CMR 
sec. 4.02(2)(a) 1986). Although every land surveyor may have their own opinion of what 
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constitutes practice quality, in the end analysis it is the board of registration's perspective 
that matters the most. They are charged with enforcement of the laws that regulate the 
practice and are, for the most part, judge and jury on matters of competency and/or the 
breaching of a professional's legal obligations to protect the public. 
Because practice quality is such a broad term and is influenced by areas of 
specialty, regional needs, economic situations and personal choice it was impossible to 
identify one single activity or question as a true measure of practice quality. Rather, a 
series of questions was asked about a wide variety of technology and professional 
methods commonly applied in the profession. This allowed for the development of a 
score that represented the range of application from "uses everything" to "uses none". 
For the purpose of this study, an individual's score is called their "Practice Quality 
Index" or "PQI". The idea was that the more of these technology and professional 
methods one used (higher PQI score), the more likely that other land surveyors and a 
board of registration, in particular, would perceive their practice to be of a higher quality 
then another who used less (lower PQI score) of these technology or professional 
methods. Critical to this study was the proper identification of the specific technology 
and professional methods to include as the markers for practice quality and ultimately the 
determination of the PQI value. Specifically, technology and professional methods that 
have most recently emerged and were now being utilized by growing numbers of 
practitioners were utilized as the markers for practice quality. It is also in these areas of 
recent advancements where practitioner competence was expected to have been gained 
through in-service (continuing) education rather than pre-service education, simply 
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because such technology and professional methods did not exist or were not emphasized 
during the pre-service educational years for the vast majority of land surveyors. 
Synthesizing these two influencing factors, care was taken to choose as markers 
those things that were both important to a board of registration and represented recent 
advances effectively linking continuing education to a board of registration's perspective 
on practice quality. 
Another important reason why recent advances in technology and professional 
methods were particularly valid as practice quality markers was that their implementation 
(or not) could be indicative of professional obsolescence. Societal concerns about 
competency begin to develop when the standard of care in a profession changes, and the 
care of some individual practices do not change with it. If the PQI score was based on 
questions regarding recently changed areas, then and difference between individual 
scores and population (or sub-group) mean scores, may reflect deficiencies relative to 
such an evolving standard of care. It is in this situation that the possibility of 
jeopardizing the public welfare can arise. 
In summary, the term "practice quality" was quantified for use in numerical 
analysis based on practitioners' responses to a series of questions about their use of 
specific technology and professional methods. Furthermore, since the specific questions 
chosen took into account both the board of registration perspective and recent advances 
in technology and professional methods, the scores reflect in-service education in those 
areas the board of registration felt were important. The PQI scores were then isolated as 
the dependent variable while the other variables of practice between individuals or sub-
groups were manipulated. 
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Competency: The term "competency" has many shades of definition, depending on the 
definer's perspective. For the purposes of this study equating the measured differences in 
practice quality (as previously defined) to differences in competency is justifiable. When 
an individual is granted their initial license to practice land surveying, competency at that 
instant in time is implied since the application and examination process for initial 
licensure is intended specifically to allow a board of registration to evaluate competency. 
Although it is hoped that individuals remain competent after licensure, the granting of the 
initial license, in and of itself, in no way guarantees competency beyond the instant in 
time at which the license is first granted. As time goes on essentially two factors can 
negatively impact one's competency. 
The least likely, especially for individuals in active practice, is to forget important 
and relevant skills that were known at the time of initial licensure and which are 
continually used while actively practicing. More common however, is for external 
forces, such as changes in technology and professional methods and market demands to 
utilize such technology, to render the knowledge from the time of initial licensure 
obsolete, and at the same time require that the new technology and methods be employed. 
Based on the forgoing, "maintenance of competency" and "improving practice 
quality" are both dynamic concepts and essentially synonymous. By measuring practice 
quality in a way that focuses on recent advances in technology and professional methods 
in practice, and viewing competency in terms of the integration of such recent advances 
in technology and professional methods, the conclusions regarding one are de facto 
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conclusions about the other. This series of relationships allowed the PQI as structured in 
this study to not only be considered a measure of practice quality but also of competency. 
Because "practice quality" and "competency" are very broad terms and the PQI 
was developed to measure a very specific phenomenon, application of the PQI, as 
specifically defined for this study, to other research questions or problems may not be 
appropriate and could lead to erroneous conclusions. Figure 1 illustrates the link that 
recent advances in technology and professional methods forms between practice quality 
and competency. 
• • • • • 
y Practice Quality \ 
T 
Recent Advances in 
Technology and 
Professional 
. Methods . 
. . X . • • • • • * 
Competency 
Figure 1. Diagram depicting how "Recent Advances in Technology and Professional 
Methods" forms a link between Practice Quality and Competency and if quantified 
properly can form a valid measure of both practice quality and competency. 
It is based on this link that the specific measurements of practice quality 
undertaken in this study (PQI scores) is applied directly to a discussion of competency. 
Once the relationship between practice quality and competency is established and 
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understood, additional questions about the educational methods employed by an 
individual in developing their competency in specific areas was used to link education to 
competency. Furthermore, as long as the recent advances chosen post date the pre-
service education of the practitioners, the linking of competency to education is a de facto 
linking of competency to continuing education, specifically. 
The land surveyors and their PQI scores were then grouped according to whether 
individuals were subject to MCE, or not. This allowed relationships to emerge which 
shed light on the research question and consequently the research problem. There are 
some external forces such as amount of pre-service education, years in practice, locale of 
practice, and focus of practice, etc. which may contribute biases, so additional 
demographic questions were utilized to identify, analyze and model such biases, as 
necessary. 
Significant Improvement: The definition of this term was very important because it is 
often argued by the more fervent proponents of MCE that hardly anyone, no matter how 
inattentive, doesn't get something out of attending a continuing education program 
(Leininger 1999). Though this argument is hard to refute due to its logical simplicity, it 
ignores completely the costs, in terms of time and money of MCE to the land surveyors 
and ultimately the society that foots the bill. In contrast, those who are as equally 
fervently opposed to mandatory requirements cite these costs as one of the major 
arguments against mandatory programs (Hermansen 1999). 
Determining whether MCE was of a certain value to society was particularly 
difficult because the debate is influenced by varying views on education, consumerism, 
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economics, and politics. There is likely some benefit, some cost and some risk, so the 
bottom line in terms of how best to reach the goal of protecting the public is a very 
complex question, and answering it was beyond the scope of this particular study. 
However, an important component of the discussion of the value of MCE is whether 
making continuing education mandatory can be shown to improve the quality of practice 
and competency, and if so, how much. Irrespective of which way the research ultimately 
points, the national debate on this issue within the land surveying profession is well 
served by a study that focuses on the effectiveness of MCE in improving practice quality 
and competence. 
Since this was not a study of a population's change over time, but rather a study 
of the differences among sub-groups within a population at a given instant in time, and 
since, by design, the higher a practice's score the better the practice, the term 
"significant" as used in the research question needed to also be operationalized. 
This was done using traditional hypothesis testing techniques. Significance in 
the context of a study such as this is an expression of the probability of one thing 
happening rather than another. In this study in particular, it was the likelihood that an 
observed score of one sub-group of land surveyors was greater than the score of another 
sub-group of land surveyors, or whether the score of one sub-group of land surveyors was 
equal to the score for the population from which it was taken. The division of the sub-
groups for this study was based on the whether individuals are subject to MCE or not. 
As discussed above, the ultimate determination of the "value" of MCE in a 
societal context was beyond the scope of this work, but, through a methodical 
operationalization of the terms (and variables) in the research question phrase 
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"significantly improve the practice quality and competency" an important contribution to 
the debate was made. 
Use of the Acronyms "TPM" and "EM": 
Two terms introduced generally in the previous section were given specific 
definitions in the development of this study. These two terms are "Technology and 
Professional Method" with the acronym "TPM" and "Educational Method" with the 
acronym "EM". When these two terms are capitalized or their acronyms are used it is 
assumed that the terms are being used in their specifically defined context and not 
generally. These terms are also often utilized in the plural where the acronyms appear as 
"TPMs" and "EMs", respectively. 
Educational Theory Context 
Overview: Mandatory Continuing Education (MCE) in the land surveying profession, 
and more specifically its validity in improving the quality of practice within a regulatory 
jurisdiction, though arguably a narrow topic represents a very small and understudied 
facet of the slightly wider topic of MCE in engineering. Likewise, engineering is just one 
profession among many where MCE is an issue of debate and study. MCE for 
professionals or (Mandatory Continuing Professional Education, MCPE) is likewise just 
a subset of the much broader area of in-service Continuing Professional Education (CPE). 
Furthermore, CPE is a subset of the broad area of adult education. 
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In order to understand the context of the proposed study it is critical to understand 
the continuum that exists from MCE for land surveyors, the narrowest topic, and the 
overarching theories of adult education from which it flows. This relationship is most 
easily visualized as an inverted pyramid as shown in Figure 2, below: 
Adult Education 
Continuing (Professional) Education 
Mandatory Continuing (Professional) 
Education (MCE) 
MCE - Engineering 
MCE - Land Surveying 
Figure 2. Adult Professional Educational Continuum 
The discussion follows this pyramid model starting with the broadest topic of 
adult education, where the focus is on the generally accepted theories, and narrows with 
each section, culminating in a discussion of the MCE literature in the land surveying 
profession. 
Adult Education: In 1962 Malcolm S. Knowles (1913-1997) published The Adult 
Education Movement in the United States. He revised, and re-titled the book in 1977 to 
"A History of the Adult Education Movement in the United States " (History). In each of 
these editions he tracked efforts and examples of adult education from the earliest settlers 
in America, in an effort to provide an historical perspective and context to the study of 
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adult education (Knowles 1977). Rather than begin with the 17 century, as did 
Knowles, this study commences with a discussion of the theories of Eduard Lindeman 
(1885-1953) which bear directly on modern adult education theory as manifested in the 
work of Knowles. Readers interested in the earlier, formative influences on adult 
education are directed to Knowles's 1977 History for such background material. 
In 1926 publishing his landmark work: "The Meaning of Adult Education" 
Lindeman articulated the idea of "lifelong learning" and a perspective of adult education 
which focused on the needs of the learner, as defined by the learner, rather than reliance 
solely on the beliefs of the educator in determining the nature, extent, and method of the 
educational experience. Lindeman's work brought to the forefront of adult education the 
idea that an adult learner had very different needs and perspectives than other types of 
learners. Below is a much quoted excerpt from The Meaning of Adult Education which 
summarizes one of Lindeman's key beliefs about adult learners' needs: 
The approach to adult education will be via the route of 
situations, not subjects. Our academic system has grown in 
reverse order; subjects and teachers constitute the starting-
point, students are secondary. In conventional education the 
student is required to adjust himself to an established 
curriculum; in adult education the curriculum is built 
around the student's needs and interests. Every adult person 
finds himself in specific situations with respect to his work, 
his recreation, his family-life, his community-life et cetera -
situations which call for adjustments. Adult education 
begins at this point. Subject matter is brought into the 
situation, is put to work, when needed. Texts and teachers 
play a new and secondary role in this type of education; 
they must give way to the primary importance of the 
learner, (p. 6) 
As modern adult education developed, the above articulated principle, namely, that the 
needs of the individual adult learner should guide adult educational experiences, became 
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the accepted cornerstone upon which the modern discipline of adult education has been 
built. Following closely in Lindeman's footsteps were Cyril O. Houle and their mutual 
student, Malcolm S. Knowles. Though Houle's 1961 , The Inquiring Mind has provided 
popular insight into the idea of self-direction in adult education, Houle's focus on CPE as 
a subtopic of adult education is most germane to this developing review. Therefore, 
Houle's specific writings and influences are discussed in the following section on CPE. 
Knowles contributions to the broad area of adult education, are covered here. 
Embracing the earlier theories of Lindeman, Knowles published his seminal work 
entitled: "The Modern Practice of Adult Education: Andragogy vs. Pedagogy" in 1970 
which, for the first time, defined, distinguished, and provided a distinct framework for 
adult education different from childhood education. In 1980 the book was revised and 
retitled: "The Modern Practice of Adult Education: From Pedagogy to Andragogy 
(Modern Practice) and remains a relevant standard on adult education. Knowles 
introduced the term andragogy, to describe the way adult learners learn, into the 
mainstream American adult education lexicon, as differentiated from pedagogy which 
describes the methods used to teach children. The word "pedagogy" translates from the 
Greek "paid" and "agogus " to "leading children" while andragogy comes from the 
Greek "aner" (or "andr) and "agogus" which mean "leading man, not boy" (Knowles 
1980). Knowles (1980, 37) argued "that adults were more than just grown up children, 
that they possessed certain unique characteristics as learners that required different 
principles and techniques from those employed with children". 
Knowles identified the acceleration of cultural change as a leading reason for the 
growing need for adult education. He pointed out that when the length of a typical 
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generation was greater than an identifiable increment of time during which significant 
cultural change could be identified, the education obtained during youth, using 
pedagogical methods, would suffice to stave off educational obsolescence. However, 
with the noticeable acceleration of cultural change in the 20th century, the instances of 
educational obsolescence became more pronounced. This gave rise, first to the need for 
adult education, and subsequently to a need for new and distinct educational models 
which recognized adults as a different type of learner than children (Knowles 1980). 
Understanding that chronological age was insufficient to distinguish a youthful learner 
from an adult learner, Knowles articulated a two part social/psychological definition. An 
adult, for the purposes of understanding their learning preferences, was an individual who 
performs social roles typically assigned in a culture to those identified as adults while at 
the same time perceived that they are responsible for their own life, (Knowles 1980). 
Using this definition to distinguish between youth and adult learners, Knowles associated 
a variety of educational methods with each. Table 1 contrasts the key components of the 
relationship between youth and adult learners as articulated by Knowles. 
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Table 1. Differences between youth & adult learners based on 














Self Directed Learning 
Internal Incentives 
(i.e. self esteem, personal growth, 
curiosity) 
(Knowles 1975) 
a) Self Diagnosis of Learning Needs 
Teacher and Learner Cooperatively 
Plan the 
b) Learning Experience 
c) Transactional Learning Experiences 























"To Children, experience 
is something that 
happens to them" 
(Knowles 1980) 
Transmittal 
There were two significant aspects of Knowles body of work that led to its 
popularity and wide acceptance as adult education theory from the mid 1960's to date. 
Knowles was the first to organize widely dispersed (geographically and temporally) 
threads of thought on adult education into a succinct body of thought. His work provided 
the critical mass necessary for adult education to define itself as a distinct movement 
within the educational community, while at the same time championing its relevance. 
Until Knowles pulled all the pieces together, adult education was a pedagogical stepchild 
to traditional education. Knowles work made it clear that adult education was a separate 
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discipline and needed to be viewed as such if it were to meet the legitimate educational 
needs of the adult population. 
The second aspect of Knowles body of work that led to its popularity was his 
development of actionable principles for educating adults that went beyond the mere 
articulation of the difference between adult learners and other learners. Specifically, 
Knowles (1980, 57) articulated seven "Conditions of Learning" as quoted in Table 2: 








The learners feel a need to learn. 
The learning environment is characterized by 
physical comfort, mutual trust and respect, 
mutual helpfulness, freedom of expression, 
and acceptance of differences. 
The learners perceive the goals of a learning 
experience to be their goals. 
The learners accept a share of the 
responsibility for planning and operating a 
learning experience, and therefore have a 
feeling of commitment toward it. 
The learners participate actively in the 
learning process. 
The learning process is related to and makes 
use of the experience of the learners. 
The learners have a sense of progress toward 
their goals. 
These conditions of learning were easily understood, and provided a simple litmus 
test that an educator of adults could utilize to assess their current practice or in the design 
of new activities. An exit questionnaire from a continuing education program that asked 
participants to evaluate their learning experience based on Knowles above seven criteria 
was an example of how easily Knowles conditions of learning have been utilized to 
evaluate learning experiences (Bryant 1979). Bryant (1979, 327) suggested "that if these 
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principles have been adhered to, learning will have occurred or at least the extent to 
which the learner has moved toward the achievement of personal goals will be evident". 
Bryant's article demonstrated the ease with which one can apply Knowles work to 
common situations. 
Central to all of Knowles's actionable principles was the andragogical approach 
of self directed learning, as noted in Table 1. Knowles (1980, 1975) believed that the 
maturation of a learner was most clearly manifested in a switch from being satisfied with 
having the content, delivery method, and the structure of the learning environment 
dictated to a learner by the educator, to one where the learner played an active role in 
deciding not only the broad goals of the experience, but also the specific content and the 
mechanics of the experience. A key component of this idea of self directed learning was 
that interest in learning was usually directly related to a specific problem since each 
learner brought their self-perceptions of ability and inability to the table. A self directed 
learner generally chooses to learn about things they need to know for a specific reason, 
rather then learn about things they may (or may not) ever need. Self directed learners, in 
contrast to those who learn within pedagogical models were marked by their own ability 
to decide what was worth learning as opposed to having to rely on the teacher to 
unilaterally decide what was important. In the andragogical learning model the learner 
had the final say in what success looked like, whereas in a pedagogical learning model 
the teacher defined success in terms of such traditional things as tests written and graded 
solely by the teacher. In an andragogical model the learner defined success as being able 
to do a specific type of technical problem they had never done before, utilize a new 
technology in their practice to do something they had previously done using a different 
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method, or fill in missing pieces in their own theoretical knowledge base which they 
perceived as a weakness affecting their competency (Knox 1979). 
Self directed learning had been articulated for decades, and by giving it a name 
and a recognizable description, Knowles brought focus to the concept as a legitimate 
method of learning worthy of being embraced and studied. "Self direction" served as a 
reminder that as one entered adulthood, and the inevitable frustration with traditional 
pedagogy clashed with a societal demand for lifelong learners, that an option existed for 
educational fulfillment in andragogy (Brockett and Hiemstra 1991). 
Knowles ideas have been widely embraced by the various authors whose work is 
hereafter discussed. Whereas the focus of this study was the area of in-service education 
for professionals, and the cultural expectation is that those who are relied upon as 
professionals must clearly meet Knowles definition of adult, this was not surprising. 
Continuing Professional Education: In the literature of the professions the term CPE and 
the term CE was used interchangeably based on the implication that CE in the context of 
the professions was really CPE. Essential to any discussion of CPE, and important to 
discuss at this juncture, is the evolving definition of "professional" and "the professions" 
Cyril O. Houle was a pioneer in adult education and his 1961 book, The Inquiring Mind, 
was still considered a landmark work in the broad area of self directed study. However, 
Houle's "Continuing Learning in the Professions", published in 1980 has become a 
staple in its own right for those engaged in CPE. Houle (1980, 26) described one 
mainstream definition of professionalism as a static state identified by absolute criteria 
for inclusion such as "education, licensure, specialty certification and association 
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leadership". This static definition, although widely held, began to change in the 1960's 
toward a view that allowed for the professionalization of occupations previously viewed 
as sub-professional or as trades. This widening view of what constituted a profession had 
significant implications for education, and in particular CPE. Specifically, when 
occupations were viewed as evolving and becoming more professional, it necessitated 
focus on pre-service education as well as lifelong learning in order that those just entering 
a profession, as well as those already practicing, maintained competency (Houle 1980). 
Since evolving roles of an occupation in society included changes not just in the body of 
technical knowledge they were responsible for, but also in making value based decisions, 
Houle (1980) argued that CPE must identify outcomes from both of these aspects of 
professional practice. 
In 1977 George Ritzer summarized this traditionalist view of what constituted a 
profession as noted in Table 3. 
Table 3. Ritzer's characterization of a profession, 
(taken from Cervero, Ronald M., Dieter Bussigel and Mickey Hellyer 1985) 
General systematic knowledge that is its exclusive possession 
A norm of autonomy that the law and the public are bound to respect 
A norm of altruism that entitles the profession to special treatment and respect 
A norm of authority over clients that the public feels in its duty to obey 
A distinctive occupational culture 
Recognition by the community and the law that the occupation is a profession. 
It is also important that the long held traditional view of the place of professions 
in society be first understood in order that the changes that were taking place through the 
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professionalization of numerous heretofore sub-professional occupations or trades could 
then be understood. In "Effective Continuing Education for Professionals " Ronald M. 
Cervero (1985) examined the changing perspective on the professions in society and the 
"professionalization" of occupations. Cervero believed that professions were defined not 
only by their specialized technical knowledge, but by the leadership role they played in 
society because they determined what was or was not important to do, to study and to 
solve. Cervero also argued that the broader definition of profession was especially valid 
when discussing the educational opportunities for entry into and continuing to practice a 
profession. This was based on a belief in the defining role education plans in any 
evolving profession as it strives to meet the future needs of a constituency and society in 
general (Cervero 1985). 
Cervero articulated three views of the professional, the functionalist viewpoint, 
the conflict viewpoint, and the critical viewpoint. The functionalist viewpoint contended 
that "the professions are service or community-oriented occupations that apply a 
systematic body of knowledge to problems that are highly relevant to the central values 
of society" (Cervero 1988, 21). The conflict viewpoint was that professions were viewed 
as "not inherently different from other occupations except that they have secured a 
monopoly for their services in the marketplace, thereby achieving comparatively high 
income and status for their members" and that the professions "are in conflict with other 
groups in society for power, status, and money.. .They use knowledge, skills, and 
altruism as a form of ideology in their quest for social rewards" (Cervero 1988, 26). This 
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conflict viewpoint "challenges the validity of the problems on which professionals work 
and the special character of the knowledge used to solve these problems". (Cervero 1988, 
30) 
The third viewpoint, the critical viewpoint, differed from the other two in that 
rather than acknowledge that the professional's practice was shaped by specific problems 
and applying specific knowledge to solving them, the critical viewpoint espoused the idea 
that a profession was defined by the process it employed in constructing solvable 
problems from seemingly ambiguous situations. (Cervero 1988). Whereas the 
functionalist viewpoint was based on a belief that that the professions were constantly 
working to better society, and the conflict viewpoint views the professions as selfishly 
protecting their turfs, the critical viewpoint acknowledged that individual professionals 
varied in their beliefs and that professions were nowhere near as homogeneous in 
approach as either of the other two camps would have had one believe. Cervero argued 
that the critical viewpoint acknowledged the professional's role in society based on their 
specialized knowledge, but at the same time expected the professional to be responsible 
to society as they chose which problems to address. (Cervero 1988). The implication of 
Cervero's critical viewpoint for professional education was that it must address both the 
means (technical) and the ends (social) dimensions of professional practice. 
Craig L. Scanlan, in Problems and Prospects in Continuing Professional 
Education (1985, 8), explained that the philosophical framework that began with 
Knowles and Lindeman and continued with the work of Jerold W. Apps on Continuing 
Education "help to explain current ambiguities over the purposes and methods of 
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continuing professional education". Scanlan pointed to Apps' Typology of Continuing 
Education Learning Models (See Table 4) to support this. 

























Guide and counselor 
A means 
The parallels between: (a) the Essentialist-Perennialist as defined by Apps, pedagogical 
learning as described by Knowles's (Knowles 1980) and (b) between Apps Progressivist-
Reconstructionist-Existentialist and Knowles andragogical learning, was striking and 
validated the application of Knowles characterizations of adult learning to the area of CE. 
Scanlan argued that Apps's typology, though not a complete answer for CPE, was a valid 
framework provided that the influences of the professions' purposes were factored in. 
Those influences are those resulting from the various viewpoints (fundamentalist, conflict 
or critical) identified by Cervero. 
There were two basic areas of scholarly inquiry concerning the effectiveness of 
CPE. The first concerned itself with whether specific programs were effective while the 
other concerned itself with whether specific methods of instruction were effective. 
Cervero, collaborating with others, reported on the effectiveness of CPE (Cervero 
and Rottet 1984 and Cervero, Rottet and Dimmock 1986). In 1984 an attempt was made 
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to develop a framework for studying the effectiveness of CPE in order to try and 
determine why some CPE programs were more useful than others in improving the 
performance of professionals. Cervero and Rottet were concerned that the reason for 
conflicting conclusions in previous studies was that the questions were improperly 
framed. They believed that with "a redirection of research from determining the 
effectiveness of CPE to analyzing the effectiveness of CPE" more useful research could 
be designed. (Cervero and Rottet 1984, 144). Rather than trying to quantify effectiveness, 
their effort was aimed at ranking the effectiveness of programs. They found that the 
single variable, training, was insufficient to predict improved performance. They 
attributed the lack of correlation to the numerous intervening variables that influenced 
various participants in different ways (Cervero, Rottet and Dimmock 1986). They 
concluded: "Continuing education planners and researchers should be asking a more 
complex question such as, 'Under what conditions and for which types of individuals are 
which characteristics of a CPE program most likely to improve professionals' 
performance?" (Cervero, Rottet and Dimmock 1986, 83) 
At the same time that Cervero, Rottet and Dimmock tried to isolate CE as a 
possible catalyst of improvement in professional practice, Arden D. Grotelueschen (1985) 
wrote about professionals' reasons for participating in continuing education. 
Specifically, Grotelueschen (1985) developed and tested a "Participation Reason" 
questionnaire for administering to professionals attending CE programs. 
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In this effort five basic reasons for participation were identified: 
(a) Professional improvement and development, 
(b) Professional service, 
(c) Collegial learning and interaction, 
(d) Professional commitment and reflection, and 
(e) Personal benefits and job security 
Grotelueschen's categories alone seemed to bolster Cervero, Rottet and Dimmock's 
observations on intervening factors. Combining the results it was found that if an 
attendee's reason for participation and the actual experience were not in harmony, the 
outcome expected from participation was limited. 
Jeffrey Beaudry in 1989 studied the effectiveness of Continuing Medical 
Education (CME). His work was a meta-analysis of the conclusions of 41 previously 
published studies. The 41 were chosen from over 300 identified in the CME literature. 
The criteria for inclusion were their bearing on three broad outcomes: physician 
knowledge, physician performance, and patient health. Beaudry(1989) noted that "the 
major finding of this meta-analysis was that CME showed positive effects for all 
measured outcomes". Beaudry (1989) concluded that "CME represents a multibillion-
dollar investment.. .This study indicates that there are 'returns' in these investments". 
Mandatory Continuing Education: In 1989 Kevin J. Garganta prepared a qualifying paper 
at Harvard University entitled: "The Question of Mandatory Continuing Education for 
Professionals". Garganta (1989, 11) comprehensively described the evolution of MCE, 
beginning with an explanation of the importance of CPE and its evolution into MCE, and 
how "it was probably only a matter of time before the idea of voluntary learning would 
evolve into a requirement for MCE in many professions". He further stated that "there 
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appear to be many more factors involved in this movement then the simple notion of 
taking what seemed like a 'good idea' for some and making it apply to all" (Gargantata 
1989,11). 
Though some early MCE programs were noted in the 19l Century (i.e. Physicians 
in some states in 1879), it was not until the expansion of the consumer movement in the 
1970's from "goods" to "professional services" that the debate accelerated. It was then 
that MCE began to expand both from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and from profession to 
profession. As an example of this multi-dimensional expansion, Garganta noted that in 
1988 47 states required CE for Accountants, and that Iowa required CE for all its licensed 
professionals. MCE was popularized as a way for those who regulated professions to 
insure that professionals kept abreast of changes in their professions. The knowledge 
explosion was cited as the root cause for the concern that if professionals did not keep 
abreast than there was a risk to the public welfare. Public accountability has often been 
cited, as well, as a reason for MCE. As the consuming public became more educated 
(and more vocal), instances of professional incompetence were met with calls for 
regulators and legislators to increase oversight of those practicing. Requiring 
professionals to stay current was seen as a way of mandating accountability to the public 
for maintaining competence. Garganta (1989) quoted Carol Dowling in her 1985 paper 
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entitled: "A Comparison between Mandatory and Voluntary Continuing Education on 
Professional Performance" on the evolution of CE towards MCE: 
In addition to the perceived necessity of continuing 
education as a bulwark against the rapid obsolescence of 
professional competence, increased government 
involvement in health care delivery and the challenge 
arising from the increasing consumerism also have created 
mounting pressures toward compulsory continuing 
education requirements for periodic recredentialing. 
(Dowlingl985,p. 3) 
Garganta (1989, 22) provided a summary table of factors in support of, and in opposition 
to, a mandatory system and demonstrated the conflicts that exist across the spectrum of 
professions and professional practice. Garganta's table is reproduced as Table 5. 
Table 5. Factors supporting and opposing MCE (Garganta 1989, 22) 
Factors in SUPPORT 
of a Mandatory System 
The need for and importance of "keeping up" is 
reinforced 
There have been positive impacts on the self 
reported change in a professionals' knowledge, 
skills, etc. 
Professionals gain exposure to new topics and 
developments in their field 
The public's interest in quality service is 
protected 
A mandatory system is easily regulated (external 
control); system is structured and monitored 
Individuals who tend toward non-participation 
are captured 
Factors in OPPOSITION 
to a Mandatory System 
Key principals of adult learning are violated 
Not consistent with notion of being a 
"professional" by taking away elements related 
to discretion, judgment, etc. 
Too much reliance on non-educational aspects 
of the system (regulation, etc.) 
Non-voluntary aspect is disincentive; 
participants lack investment in the system 
The ultimate effectiveness on practice has not 
been completely documented 
Most "good professionals" already take part in 
continuing education; mandatory aspect is not 
needed 
Learning may take place via other non-regulated 
methods (e.g. conferences, networking, reading 
journals, etc.) 
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Garganta (1989) was clearly troubled by MCE and, quoting Kathleen Rockhill, pointed 
out that two principles of successful adult learning that were violated in a mandatory 
environment were that participants must want to be there, and that program quality was 
assured because if the program was not worthwhile, students would "vote with their feet'; 
(Rockhill 1983). Voluntary participation was viewed as not only important to learning 
readiness, but focused providers on the idea that unsatisfied participants would not be 
back. 
One of the major issues in contention in the MCE debate was how to evaluate the 
quality of the educational experience (Frandason 1980). This was complicated by the 
focus on outcome based learning objectives and a realization that andragogical methods 
that improve practice work better than pedagogical methods that simply infused 
knowledge (Knowles 1980). Garganta (1989) also cautioned that the public may feel a 
false sense of security with a MCE system in place, in that somehow its mere existence 
assured that all professionals are competent. Garganta's concludes: 
Mandatory Continuing Education, at first glance, appears to 
be a very logical solution to this problem [the need for 
professionals to continue learning]... The case for 
mandatory continuing education begins to lose credibility, 
however, when the criteria for success includes significant, 
measurable changes in either the professionals' method (s) 
of practice and/or the status(e.g. health, legal, psychosocial, 
financial, etc.) of the professionals' clients or patients. If 
these criteria represent the standards to which mandatory 
CPE is to be held, then the policy's success is, at best 
inconclusive and, at worst, a failure, (p. 44) 
Dowling (1985) noted: "the literature provides little evidence of studies which 
compare the general impact of MCE as contrasted with voluntary continuing education 
on professional practice and the quality of care". In order to fill this perceived gap in the 
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research, and in particular to shed light on this question for the dental hygienist 
profession, Dowling studied the quality of care provided by dental hygienists in two 
comparable Midwestern states, one which had MCE for Dental Hygienists and one which 
did not. Through a series of questionnaires completed by the hygienists, their dentist 
employers, and patients, Dowling concluded that "the performance ratings across all 
measures suggested that there were no practical significant differences between the two 
groups of hygienists". This study was important because it was one of the first that 
actually attempted to measure differences in outcomes between MCE participants and 
non-participants in a controlled experiment. Because of the difficulty in securing a 
control population and minimizing the intervening variables in order to conduct research 
on the effectiveness of MCE vs. Voluntary CE, few studies exist, not for lack of interest, 
but for want of populations of professionals severable along MCE/ Voluntary CE lines. 
In 1996 Minor Peeples, III, a doctoral candidate at Texas A&M University, was 
able to study the effectiveness of MCE for Real Estate Brokers in Texas. When the 
Texas Real Estate Commission mandated CE in 1991 they provided a procedure whereby 
brokers in certain non-urban areas, with at least 10 years of experience, could petition the 
Commission for a waiver on the applicability of the CE regulation. Since the waiver was 
not automatic, and not all the eligible brokers petitioned for their waiver, a situation arose 
whereby in certain geographic areas some practitioners were subject to MCE and while 
others were not. His measure of effectiveness of the CE between the mandatory 
population and the voluntary or non participating population was the number of 
complaints to the Texas Real Estate Commission. Like Dowling, Peeples found that the 
difference between the sub-group that was exempt from MCE and the sub-group that was 
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non-exempt was inconsequential. Peeples did note in another facet of his study that when 
the total number of complaints was determined pre-MCE (1989-90) and post-MCE 
(1994-95) and they were analyzed with the number of real estate transactions, the 
percentage of complaints dropped measurably from the pre-MCE to the post-MCE time 
frames. Unfortunately, as Peeples pointed out, a number of intervening variables were 
identified over the time period studied which brought into question the validity of any 
conclusions that the enactment of MCE caused the reductions noted (Peeples 1996). 
Mandatory Continuing Education in Engineering: Though there have been many studies 
of MCE in the professions, very few papers have been done within the profession of 
engineering, and those that exist were not necessarily scientific in nature. Specifically, 
there were a number of quasi-studies in engineering found in the literature; however they 
appear to be merely well written collections of opinions and observations rather than 
examples of empirical research. 
One of the first of these engineering articles was written by Wortley and Godfrey 
and published in the January, 1974 issue of Civil Engineering magazine entitled: "Should 
Continuing Education be Mandatory?" This article is replete with anecdotal information 
on MCE with examples from government and industry. This article, though articulate 
and professional, was not based on any empirical research. It is however indicative of the 
discussions within the profession, on the subject, at the time. The article does reference a 
letter from October, 1973 where the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 
Committee on Registration of Engineers informs the California board of registration that 
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although continuing education for engineers and land surveyors is "both desirable and 
necessary" ASCE is opposed to any regulatory mandate (Wortley and Godfrey 1974). 
In 1977, writing in Professional Engineer magazine, Lloyd L. Piper II, PE argued 
for CE but against MCE. Piper (1977) articulated the most familiar arguments for CE 
being professional responsibility for avoiding obsolescence and the concern that a 
regulatory structure that relies on classroom seminars exclusively is missing the most 
effective ways in which engineers learn. After nearly 30 years, Piper's words still 
resonate with the familiar mantras of the current debate: 
Mandatory continuing education plans currently legislated 
heavily emphasize or rely exclusively on formalized 
activity which is not as meaningful or as relevant as 
continued professional practice or individualized study. 
In 1978 E. Montford Fucik, F. ASCE, reported on a discussion at the American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Professional Activities Committee Specialty 
Conference held at Ohio State University in March of 1977 regarding the pros and cons 
of MCE. Many of Garganta's above described pros and cons related to MCE were 
discussed, culminating in the articulation of a draft policy for consideration of the ASCE 
Board of Directors. The policy set out a clear standard of conduct for Civil Engineers in 
the area of continuing professional education. It also provided a very specific list of 
activities which the committee felt fell within the definition of CPE. The preamble 
mentioned both the growth of technology and the fact that civil engineers have an 
obligation to maintain competence as the underlying premise for the applicability of CE 
to the civil engineering profession. The ten general activities enumerated as acceptable 
CE are summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Fucik's list of acceptable continuing education for civil engineers (1978) 
Professional practice 
Continued formal education (Credit or Non-Credit) 
Attending seminar and technical meetings 
Teach, lecture, consult or plan the above 
Home Study 
Conduct Research 
Attend national meeting or specialty conferences 
Actively participate on technical committee within the profession 
and govt, bodies 
Counsel other engineers and participate in youth outreach programs 
Adopt high ethical standards beyond reproach 
Following shortly, in the December 1978 issue of Professional Engineer, 
Benjamin Shimberg wrote an article regarding the recently passed National Society of 
Professional Engineers Policy 122-A, which, like the ASCE draft policy, discussed by 
Fucik, articulated a belief in in-service education for engineers, but clearly indicated 
opposition to any mandatory system. Like the Fucik article, this article was un-sourced 
and, though informative, must necessarily be categorized as anecdotal rather than 
scientific. 
In April of 1990 The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) sponsored a 
conference in Las Vegas, NV Entitled: "Education and Continuing Development for the 
Civil Engineer: Setting the Agenda for the 90's and Beyond". Along with a Conference 
Track Group that included most, if not all of the sub-disciplines of Civil Engineering (e.g. 
Construction, Transportation, Hydraulics, etc.), there was a Conference Track Group that 
was divided according to educational issues that were then facing the civil engineering 
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profession such as Computers, Accreditation, and Professional Development. Fifteen 
papers were presented at this conference under the heading of "Professional 
Development", and though the topic was arguably very broad, not a single one included 
or even referred to a study on the effectiveness of CE where engineers were the study 
group. Richard Lewis from Louisiana Tech University presented a paper entitled: "21st 
Century Learning", where he discussed many of the concepts of learner-centric 
educational styles (Lewis 1990). He made the observation: "Engineering teachers, 
mostly, are not aware of this literature" (Lewis 1990). He also discussed David A. 
Kolb's Learning Style Inventory, which concluded that: "The lecture method is the 
poorest method of teaching (on a sustained basis)" (Lewis 1990). John R. Henry 
presented a paper entitled: "Technical Competence Among Civil Engineers" where he 
stated that two of the three objectives of his paper were to remind engineers: 
that an important part of their professional expertise is 
knowing in what areas they are technically proficient and 
professionally competent 
professional engineers should know when to seek the 
advice of other professionals who are specialists in the 
fields in which they themselves lack proficiency (Henry 
1990) 
Henry's presentation (1990) focused on the breadth of the civil engineering profession 
and the impossibility of any one civil engineer being able to be proficient or competent in 
all areas and the importance of limiting one's practice to those areas of actual 
competency. He pointed out that a very important role in engineering continuing 
education is to allow engineers to expand their areas of expertise throughout their careers 
(Henry 1990). This was a very important perspective because most continuing education 
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efforts, especially when the discussion turned to MCE, were focused on maintaining 
competency in the face of changing external forces, rather than recognizing that 
expanding one's range of abilities was an important part of a professional's life. 
Bobby E. Price, a professor at Louisiana Tech University, presented a paper 
entitled: "Mandatory Continuing Professional Development?" in which he discussed the 
status of MCE across professions (Price 1990). It included a chart that compared the 
number of states that had adopted MCE by profession by 1979, and then by 1989, and 
that for engineers the number for both dates was just one state (Price 1990). Price (1990) 
also provided a list (see Table 7) of Pros and Cons for why the engineering profession 
should initiate MCE rather than the regulatory agencies. 
Table 7. Pros and cons of profession administered MCE programs as described in 
"Mandatory Continuing Professional Development?" (Price 1990) 
Pros 
Expand the knowledge and performance of 
individual practitioners 
Increase the public's awareness and 
confidence n the engineering profession 
Improve recognition and personal awards 
received from maintaining competence and 
improving performance 
Follow the general trend of other professions 
in the nation to emphasize competency and 
currency of material 
Preempt legislative mandates to initiate 
competency requirements which may be 
detrimental to the engineering profession 
Cons 
Requirements may not be applicable to all 
engineers because of exemptions 
Mandatory CPD is difficult to enforce and 
considerable extra expenditures are needed to 
monitor and enforce the requirement 
CPD is difficult to measure and evaluate 
The significant costs of courses, seminars, 
travel, and lost personal time to the 
registrant's company may be prohibitive 
CPD may lead to future re-examination 
requirements to maintain registration 
CPD can be successful only when done in 
close cooperation with the various state 
professional engineering organizations and 
the state boards of registration 
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Mandatory Continuing Education in Land Surveying: Like the engineering literature, 
much has been written about MCE in land surveying publications, but it was rarely 
published in the peer reviewed literature, and was usually found in the articles or opinion 
pages of the trade publications. For example, in an article published in Point of 
Beginning in 2001 by Milton Denny entitled: "Are we in danger of over regulating 
ourselves?", Denny presented arguments from both sides of the mandatory continuing 
education debate in land surveying. He argued for the pretense of self-direction by 
suggesting that professionals be given greater latitude by licensing boards in choosing 
which courses to attend. He also suggested that leveling the playing field was an 
important reason for making continuing education mandatory (Denny 2001). The article 
is un-sourced, non-peer reviewed, written in the first person, and intended to foster 
professional dialogue and debate from the perspective of his nearly six decades of 
experience rather than from any empirical data. 
In 1997 Marc Cheeves, writing in Professional Surveyor, provided numerous 
examples from his professional experiences to document the breadth of opinions on the 
topic. He made the broad statement: "I find it amazing that a group of people who pride 
themselves on the enormous amount of self-study required to achieve licensure can, upon 
receiving a license, decide they no longer need education" (Cheeves 1997). Although 
most land surveyors would acknowledge that Cheeves's observations have a strong 
truthful ring, (even if amplified by a bit of hyperbole), they cannot be equated with 
conclusions based on an empirical study. 
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Lieca N. Brown, in the January 2003 issue of Point of Beginning, wrote an article 
entitled: "Mapping Our Professional Maintenance" with the subtitle "Examining the state 
of continuing education for surveyors". Though her article referred to a poll that was 
conducted by Point of Beginning in September 2002, quoted continuing education 
advocates and critics from around the country, and touched on most of the more 
contentious arguments in the MCE debate, it would best be characterized as good solid 
journalism only. She presented pertinent facts and identified the issues under debate but 
stopped well short of a scientific study (Brown 2003). 
Probably the most widely circulated, and certainly the most colorful of these 
dialogue provoking articles, were those in the January 1999 issue of Professional 
Surveyor magazine where Joel Leininger and Knud Hermansen squared off to debate the 
pros and cons of MCE for land surveyors, with Leininger taking the "Pro" position, and 
Hermansen taking the "Con" (Leininger 1999) (Hermansen 1999). Both presented 
arguments following closely Garganta's factors in Table 5. Though their arguments are 
derived from careful study of the vast amount of anecdotal information, in the end 
analysis both authors outlined quite persuasively their positions but were unable to point 
to any empirical studies on either side of this issue within the discipline of land surveying 
or even engineering. It is the passion of their arguments, coupled with the dichotomy of 
their views, which emphasizes the land surveying profession's dire need for some 
scientific study of the issue. Numerous times in his presentation Hermansen (1999) 
referenced the educational literature to punctuate his points. 
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Leininger (1999), for his part, in his rebuttal took Hermansen to task for his reliance on 
the educational literature because: 
some of the studies by educational theorists leave me 
unconvinced. Weren't they the ones responsible for 
reinventing K-12 education to the effect that most recent 
high school graduates don't know what a quadrilateral is? 
To cannibalize an old saw, education is too important to be 
left in the hands of educators. 
Hermansen's inability to find empirical data on MCE in the land surveying literature, 
coupled with Leininger's unwillingness to borrow from the other professions to fill the 
gap further demonstrated the need for scientific inquiry on the issue of MCE, specific to 
the land surveying profession, necessary to move the debate forward (Hermansen 1999) 
(Leininger 1999). 
Exemplifying the role these articles played in the professional debate, was a letter 
to the editor found in the March 1999 issue of Professional Surveyor written by Ken 
Slaugenhoupt, a land surveyor from NY. Slaugenhoupt (1999) weighed in with his 
opinions regarding the importance of continuing education to the ability of land surveyors 
to meet their responsibilities to the public and wrote with a sense of urgency in that the 
issue of MCE was at that time "a matter of immediate discourse" within his state's land 
surveying association. 
The characterization of the writing on MCE in the land surveying profession as 
opinion or as journalism or referring to them as being found in magazines rather than in 
peer review journals is not meant to in any way discount their (critical) importance in the 
professional debate, but is intended strictly to emphasize the point that scientific study 
and peer reviewed material is non-existent in land surveying, which is in stark contrast to 
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other professions that, though sharing the same passion for opinion and persuasive 
writing and debate, have also included scientific inquiry in their debate of Mandatory 
versus Voluntary CE. 
Mandatory Continuing Education Requirements for Land Surveyors; 
As of August of 2006, 38 states out of the 55 jurisdictions listed on the National 
Council of Examiners in Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) ("a national non-profit 
organization composed of engineering and surveying licensing boards representing all 
U.S. states and territories" (http://www.ncees.org), Registered Continuing Education 
Providers Program (RCEPP) website (http://www.rcep.net/)) have fully implemented a 
MCE requirement for license renewal for land surveyors. One other state, Virginia, 
passed legislation in early 2006 to require MCE, with promulgation of regulations 
required within the ensuing 18-24 months. The 11 remaining states and the five other 
jurisdictions listed do not have MCE requirements in place. Table 8 includes the 
complete list of NCEES jurisdictions and a summary of their MCE requirements, if any, 
as of August 2006. 
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Table 8. List of NCEES jurisdictions' general MCE requirements 























































































































































































Although most jurisdictions allow credit for MCE for certain professional 
activities (i.e. publications or leadership in professional organizations), the classroom 
style seminar or workshop are the predominant methods by which MCE requirements are 
being met (Schultz 2004). Demonstrative of this is that even NCEES focused almost 
entirely on the number of hours and courses on their RCEPP website, 
(http://www.rcep.net/). Section 240.30 of NCEES's model rules also demonstrated this 
fact (NCEES 2005). Promulgated by NCEES as guidance for their member boards in the 
development of new regulations in their respective jurisdictions, eight ways of earning 
MCE credit are suggested, and are listed in Table 9. 
Table 9. MCE Activities as listed in Section 240.30 of the NCEES Model Rules (2005) 
Successful completion of college courses 
Successful completion of continuing education courses 
Successful completion of short courses/tutorials offered through 
correspondence, television, videotapes, or the Internet 
Presenting or attending qualifying seminars, in-house courses, workshops, or 
professional or technical presentations made at meetings, conventions, or 
conferences 
Teaching or instructing in 1 through 4 above 
Authoring published papers, articles, books, or accepted licensing 
examination items 
Active participation in professional or technical societies 
Patents 
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Copies of the relevant sections of the NCEES model rules regarding MCE are included in 
Appendix A. An examination of NCEES's list (Table 9) revealed that aside from classes 
(irrespective of which side of the desk one finds themselves and whether it was for credit 
or not), only three other methods are suggested. They are publication, leadership in a 
professional organization and grant of a patent. Whereas patenting was not something 
that pertained to land surveyors, only two other methods legitimately remained: 
publishing an article which was given the same weight, essentially, of a day and a half in 
a seminar, and leadership in a professional organization which was only weighted the 
same as two hours in a seminar. 
Regarding the publication option, anyone who has ever written for a professional 
publication knows that 10 hours does not even begin to cover the time it takes to put 
together a meaningful article. Although, granting credit to someone who otherwise has 
decided to write for a professional publication is appropriate, it is not a meaningful 
choice for a busy practitioner who is simply trying to balance the demands of their 
practice with a re-licensing requirement. In the same sense, the two hours per annum 
suggested for leadership in a professional organization is a recognition of the value that 
such effort can play in CPE, however the relatively low credit value assigned does 
nothing other than assure that the attendance at two full day (usually six and a half 
contact hours each) seminars is "topped off' enough to meet a typical 15 hours/per 
annum regulation without forcing attendance at a third seminar in any one year. 
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Population for Study: 
On the most basic level, for a population to be feasible for a study such as this, it 
must be able to be segregated in such a way as to be able to isolate MCE as the 
independent variable and "Practice Quality" as the dependent variable, so that the effect 
of changes in the independent variable on the dependent variable, if any, could be 
observed. 
Many studies of MCE seemed to focus on if/how the quality of practice within a 
jurisdiction changed over time from before MCE was in effect within a jurisdiction to 
after it had been in effect for some time. Due to the tremendous technological advances, 
educational opportunities, and general aging of the land surveying profession during the 
last two decades that has also seen numerous states enact MCE, trying to isolate MCE's 
effect on practice quality over time was likely hopeless. 
Another possible study scenario was to compare two different jurisdictions at a 
given instant in time, one with MCE and one without. Unfortunately, variability in 
regulatory structure, business environment, professional traditions, and normal standards 
of care would not only prove difficult to discover but likely impossible to isolate 
experimentally and/or model. 
However, by applying some of the general concepts presented in a recent New 
York Times bestseller, Freakonomics by University of Chicago economist Steven D. 
Levitt and New York author and journalist Stephen J. Dubner, to readily acquirable data 
regarding the land surveying profession, relevant relationships were able to be developed 
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for study. Levitt's, research specializes in applying sound statistical methodology to 
copious data to solve unique complex questions: 
Knowing what to measure and how to measure it makes a 
complicated world much less so. If you learn how to look 
at data in the right way, you can explain riddles that 
otherwise might have seemed impossible. Because there is 
nothing like the sheer power of numbers to scrub away 
layers of confusion and contradiction. (Levitt and Dubner 
2005, p. 14) 
What Levitt did was take what others saw as a homogeneous data set and by partitioning 
it properly, and then by asking the right questions, extract information relevant to his 
research question (Levitt and Dubner 2005). 
Specifically, the population of Massachusetts land surveyors was determined to 
be a population with two distinct sub-groups, some of whom were subject to MCE and 
some who were not. Massachusetts had no MCE requirements for maintaining licensure, 
however, approximately 19% of Massachusetts land surveyors were licensed in any one 
of the adjoining states that had MCE. Of this group, many practiced predominantly or 
entirely in Massachusetts. This created a situation where land surveyors were practicing 
side by side in Massachusetts everyday, with some being subject to a MCE requirement 
(albeit another jurisdiction's) while others nearby were not. Through demographic 
questions about licensure in other jurisdictions, the population of Massachusetts land 
surveyors was easily divided into sub-groups based on licensing in other jurisdictions for 
study. Whereas New Hampshire had the longest running MCE program of the adjoining 
states, with licensees first being required to report their MCE activity in the 1984-1985 
biennium (R.G. Moynihan, pers. comm.), if some measurable benefit of MCE existed it 
was expected to be most pronounced when comparing land surveyors licensed in both 
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Massachusetts and New Hampshire (MA/NH) registrants to their colleagues who were 
only licensed in Massachusetts (MA). This general approach to the study, that is, 
segregating practitioners subject to MCE from non-MCE practitioners within a 
population of licensees practicing in the same jurisdiction, was successfully employed by 
Peeples in his doctoral dissertation as discussed previously herein, (Peeples 1996). 
Hypotheses; 
As previously stated the research question is: 
Does mandatory continuing education (MCE) in order to 
maintain licensure as a Professional Land Surveyor 
significantly improve practice quality and competency? 
The null hypothesis that was tested that related to this research question is: 
The practice quality of land surveyors subject to 
mandatory continuation education (MCE) is higher then 
that of land surveyors who are not subject to MCE. 
In order to empirically test this null hypothesis the following conditions were considered 
given: 
• The Practice Quality Index (PQI), as previously discussed and as further defined 
provides a reasonable measure of a land surveyor's practice quality; 
• Land surveyors who are licensed in New Hampshire and Massachusetts are 
subject to MCE as a result of New Hampshire RSA 310-A Section 58; 
• Land surveyors who are licensed in Massachusetts only are not subject to MCE; 
• External influences on practice quality for those individuals who are only licensed 
in Massachusetts and those who are licensed in Massachusetts and New 
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Hampshire and who dedicate 70% or more of their professional time to the 
practice of land surveying and who practice in Massachusetts 70% or more of the 
time are independent of the mandatory continuing education responsibilities one 
may have as a result of New Hampshire licensure. 
Now, let "PQI MA/NH 70/70" refer to the mean PQI for those land surveyors who are 
licensed in both Massachusetts and New Hampshire and whose professional time is 
dedicated to land surveying 70% or more of the time and who practice in Massachusetts 
70%) or more of the time; and 
Let "PQI MA 70/70" refer to the mean PQI for those land surveyors who are licensed 
only in Massachusetts and whose professional time is dedicated to land surveying 70%) or 
more of the time and who practice in Massachusetts 70% or more of the time; and 
Let "PQI MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/7o" refer to the mean PQI for all those land surveyors 
who are licensed only in Massachusetts and those who are licensed in Massachusetts and 
New Hampshire and whose professional time is dedicated to land surveying 70% or more 
of the time and who practice in Massachusetts 70% or more of the time. 
With these definitions the null hypothesis (H0) was reduced to the following 
inequality which was evaluated and tested for statistical significance: 
H 0 : P Q I MA/NH 70/70 >PQI MA 70/70 
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Additionally, the following related hypotheses were also tested for statistical 
significance: 
H 0 : P Q I MA/NH 70/70 = P Q I (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
H 0 : P Q I MA 70/70 = P Q I (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
Accepting all three null hypotheses would demonstrate that not only was no difference 
noted between the MA/NH70/70 and MA70/70 sub-groups but also that the population made 
up of MA/NH70/70 + MA70/70 is, in fact, homogenous and that MCE is indistinguishable 
as a contributing factor in improving practice quality. 
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METHODS 
General Data Gathering Procedure: 
The gathering of data was completed in four major phases. The first was the 
development of specific questions that would bear on the research question. This was 
followed by the choice of a delivery method for the questionnaire that would maximize 
the likelihood that a representative cross-section of the profession would be motivated to 
respond. The third phase was to secure approval of the proposed data gathering 
procedure from the University's Protection of Human Subjects Review Board. It was 
only after the above three phases were completed that the final phase, the actual, multi-
step, data gathering procedure was executed. Each of these phases is discussed in detail 
below. 
Questionnaire Design: 
The study questions were ultimately chosen and organized into the following four 
categories with the intention that a respondent's PQI, once calculated, could be related to 
both their licensure status and their educational histories: 
1. Demographic 
2. Professional and Collegial Activities 
3. Survey of Technology and Professional Methods (TPMs) employed in 
practice 
4. Survey of Educational Methods (EMs) employed in developing competency 
in those TPMs used in practice. 
A copy of the final questionnaire is provided in Appendix C. 
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Selection of Technology and Professional Methods (TPMs) for Study: A series of 12 
Technology and Professional Method (TPM) topics were chosen from among the topics 
of seminar and/or convention technical sessions topics presented by the Massachusetts 
Association of Land Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc. (MALSCE) within the last 
decade. Inclusion on this list is demonstrative of a needs assessment on the part of the 
land surveying profession's educational leaders and market demand for such in-service 
educational experiences. The 12 TPMs were also chosen so as to reflect both the means 
(technical) and the ends (social) dimensions of professional practice outlined in the 
critical viewpoint for professional education (Cervero 1985). The 12 TPMs chosen also 
reflect Houle's beliefs that the evolution of a profession has both a technical knowledge 
and values based dimension. 
Massachusetts Board of Registration Input: In March of 2006 a preliminary set of 
demographic, TPM and EM questions, along with a description of the proposed study, 
were given to the four Professional Land Surveyor members of the Massachusetts Board 
of Registration of Professional Engineers and of Land Surveyors. Their comments were 
sought in order to verify that the topics chosen for the questionnaire reflected areas of 
professional practice the board members felt were relevant to the current standard of care 
and the protection of the public. Informal conversations were held with two of the four 
Land Surveyor members of the board (P.E. Hale, & D.C. Drumm, pers. comm.). As a 
result, the questions on professional and collegial activities were added in order to assess 
whether such activities were correlated to practice quality and/or competency. 
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Demographics: The demographic questions were all grouped together at the beginning of 
the Questionnaire (Questions 2 thru 6) and are listed in Table 10. 
Table 10. Five demographic questions utilized in the study's questionnaire 
Which states are you currently licensed as a LAND 
SURVEYOR in and when were you FIRST licensed in each? 
Do you hold any other professional licenses? 
APPROXIMATELY what percent of your work time is spent 
practicing within the broad area of land surveying? 
APPROXIMATELY, What percent of your land surveying 
work time (weeks in the last year) was spent on projects in each 
of the following states? 
What is your highest level of formal education? 
By querying a relational database based on the demographic information elicited from 
these questions, in appropriate combinations, parsing the data along the lines of the 
hypotheses was accomplished. 
Professional and Collegial Activities: Question 7 related to professional and collegial 
activities and asks for an annual participation frequency, on a five choice rating scale; (4+ 
times/yr, 2-3 times/yr, Once a year, Less than once a year, Never). Ten different 
professional and collegial activities were selected, some of which coincided with the 
NCEES model law specific MCE recognized types (See Table 9), and some which did 
not, but were none the less common among land surveying professionals. These ten 
categories are listed in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Study question seven along with the ten professional and 
collegial activities for which respondents were asked to 
identify annual participation frequency 
Which of the following activities do you participate in, 
and GENERALLY how frequently over the past 5 years? 
Attend Prof. Organization Local/Chapter/Section Meetings 
Attend Prof. Development Seminars 
Attend Prof. Organization Annual Meeting/Convention 
Meet informally with colleagues to discuss general professional matters 
Seek advice of colleagues on specific (unfamiliar or complex) projects or technical tasks 
Attend National or Regional (multi-day) conferences 
Train co-workers on technical matters 
Attend Meetings as a public official (Elected or Appt. Member) 
Write Article for Professional Publication 
Teach a class/course on a technical matter(s) 
Practice Quality: As previously described, practice quality was to be defined by the 
application of specific Technology and Professional Methods (TPMs) in an individual's 
practice. All 12 TPM questions requested a "Yes" or "No" response. These responses 
were equated to numerical responses where "Yes" was set equal to one and a "No" was 
set equal to zero. The numerical value for the Practice Quality Index (PQI) was simply 
the sum of their answers on the 12 TPM questions. An individual who used none of the 
TPMs listed would have a PQI of zero, whereas an individual who utilized all 12 TPMs 
would have a PQI of 12. The 12 TPM questions are listed in Table 12. 
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Table 12. 12 Technology and Professional Method study questions 
utilized to define an individual's Practice Quality Index (PQI). 
Do you perform Static GPS in the field? 
Do you perform RTK GPS in the field? 
Do you perform adjustment calculations using least squares? 
Do you use a data collector in the field? 
Do you prepare ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys? 
Do you do Static GPS office calculations? 
Do you do RTK GPS office calculations? 
Do you apply zoning and subdivision case law in your land surveying practice? 
Do you use CAD in the preparation of boundary/subdivision plans? 
Do you use data collector files/data in the office? 
Do you apply case law to boundary decisions? 
Are you in involved in Client Relations, Contracts, Professional Liability and/or Business Mgmt? 
Educational Methods: There were nine Educational Methods (EMs) and respondents 
were asked to use a rating scale with four choices, namely: "Used Extensively", "Used 
Frequently", Used Infrequently" and "Did Not Use" to best describe which EMs and how 
each contributed to the development of their competency on that particular subject. Like 
the professional and collegial activities questions, some of these were directly related to 
the NCEES model rules from Table 9, while other were common among practicing land 
surveying professionals. 
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Table 13. Study Educational Methods follow-up questions used in conjunction 
with each of the Technology and Professional Methods from Table 12. 
Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in 
[Technology/Professional Method from Table 12 above]? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB/PS/ACSM Bulletin/Amer. Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL article (i.e. SaLIS, J. of Surveying Eng.) 
Worked on a project with a colleague (co-worker or outside consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Owner/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) 
The TPM questions from Table 12 and the EM questions from Table 13 were presented 
in an alternating fashion. First a TPM question was presented from Table 12, and then 
the EM rating matrix from Table 13 pertaining to it was presented. This alternating 
presentation was repeated for each TPM until all 12 TPMs were exhausted. The EM 
questions were only relevant when a respondent answered a TPM question in the 
affirmative. 
Questionnaire Delivery: 
Overview: Performing telephone or face to face interviews presented a significant 
challenge at the outset for reasons of time and cost (Oppenheim 1992). This posed a 
dilemma because, although mail questionnaires are attractive for cost and time reasons, 
they are known to have much lower response rates when compared to telephone and face 
to face interviews. Bourque and Fielder (1995) reported that one should not expect 
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response rates from single mailing surveys to exceed 20% . Weisberg et al (1996) 
suggested that response rates for mail surveys can vary from 10% to 50%>. Response rates 
for mail surveys can be increased with pre-mailings, follow ups and incentives, but the 
return rates rarely, if ever, reach the same levels that are achieved through interviewing 
(Weisberg et al 1996). Whereas statistical methods that focus on the representativeness of 
smaller samples have been developed to utilize samples generated at the relatively low 
response rates for such mail surveys, it was felt that the significant amount of additional 
time and money needed to do telephone or face to face interviews would not be 
necessary. 
Furthermore, Weisberg et al (1996) in their study using open ended questions 
characterized the difference in quality of responses between face to face and mail as the 
difference between "good rapport" and "good candor; cannot probe". Whereas this 
study's questionnaire was made up of closed ended questions arguably related to a land 
surveyor's daily activities, it was felt that "rapport" and an ability to probe were 
expendable and that "candor" was a sufficient expectation of participants in this study. 
Although on the one hand pre-mailings and reminders were determined to be very 
helpful in order to improve the response, the budget did not allow for more than one 
mailing. In addition, the Massachusetts Board of Registration did not have a publicly 
available e-mail list, so an introductory regular mailing was required in order to provide 
the internet address (URL) for the questionnaire. Even considering that the prospect of 
having to type in the URL might deter some possible respondents, contrasted with the 
evidence that a pre-mailing was a positive influence on return rates, it was hoped that of 
these two opposite forces the net result would be a positive impact on response rate. In 
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order to gain an understanding of the response rates, costs, time, and quality of responses 
for the use of e-mail and on-line surveys in scientific study literature on the subjects were 
reviewed. 
Response Rate: A 1995 study by Mehta and Sivadas which compared mail and e-mail 
using differing levels of pre and post notifications and incentives found that response 
rates for the two mail groups were 45% and 83% and for the three e-mail groups the 
response rates were 40%, 63% and 64%. In a 2002 meta-analysis by Illieva et al, the 
results of 11 previous studies, including the 1995 Mehta and Sivadas study, that utilized 
both mail and e-mail to generate responses, were analyzed. The average response rate 
from all the studies was 46% for mail and 39% for e-mail. In an e-mail survey of 
accountants, (which is particularly relevant because accountants like land surveyors, are 
licensed professionals in computer intensive businesses) a useable response rate of under 
10% was noted (Shough and Yates 2002). Based on the foregoing it appeared that a 
response rate lower than mail, but within the same order of magnitude, would be a 
reasonable expectation. Sheehan and McMillan (1999), in their meta-analysis that 
compared response rates from a variety of other studies, cautioned "response rates to e-
mail surveys, however, do not consistently show benefits over postal mail and, in some 
cases, fall below what may be seen as acceptable levels of response". Schaefer and 
Dillman (1998) indicated that multiple repeat contacts is universally accepted as the most 
successful method for impacting response rates in mail, phone and face to face interviews 
so it would stand to reason that that would hold true for e-mail as well. Schaefer and 
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Dillman (1998), citing Metha and Sivadas (1995), pointed out a 20% increase in response 
rates when a second contact was made in e-mail as well. 
Cost: The Mehta and Sivadas study (1995) articulated specifically the cost differential 
between mailing and e-mail. In the five study groups, two of which were mail based and 
three of which were e-mail based, the cost per response for the first two regular mail 
groups was $0.58 and $0.52, respectively, and the cost per response for the other three e-
mail based groups was free. 
Response Time: Response times for e-mail as compared to mail in all the studies 
evaluated by Sheenan and McMillan (1999) were measurably quicker. The Ilieva et al 
(2002) study averaged the values from the studies they evaluated and reported average 
response times of 5.59 days for e-mail and 12.21 days for mail. 
Response Quality: Coderre et al (2004) found that the predictive validity of an e-mail 
survey was the same or better than a mail survey or phone interviews. Though Coderre et 
al (2004) used open ended response questions in reaching this conclusion, there is no 
reason to believe that the results would be different had the questions been closed ended. 
Effect of Multiple Contact Methods: Schaefer and Dillman (1998) pointed out that with 
an e-mail only survey, some segments of a population may be systematically excluded. 
As a result they suggested a mixed mode approach to soliciting respondents. They also 
pointed out that some individuals in the population may have had a decided preference 
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for response method. Mixed mode sampling aided both overall response rates and sample 
representativeness, by attempting to eliminate sampling bias as a result of a given 
segment of the population underrepresented in the sample, because they were unwilling 
or unable to access a specific technology to complete a questionnaire. 
Summary: Whereas the literature seemed to suggest that the quality of responses for 
online surveys was comparable to the data obtained with other methods, the real 
drawback of online surveys was the possibility of reduced response rates. 
Summarizing much of the above research, Van Selm and Jankowski (2006) identified 
four specific measures that should be employed, whenever practical, to boost response 
rates. 
Table 14. Specific survey design measures suggested by Van Selm and Jankowski 
(2006) to improve response rates in e-mail surveys. 
1. Undertake multiple attempts to contact potential respondents 
(trough, e.g., pre-notifications, reminders and replacement 
surveys, and thank you notes); 
2. Utilize mixed-mode strategy, including both electronic and pen-
and-paper questionnaires, in order to reach respondents without 
access to the Internet; 
3. Try to ensure that the survey topic is relevant to the target group; 
4. Use respondent incentives to stimulate questionnaire completion. 
Based on the foregoing it was determined that an online questionnaire would be utilized 
and the following four specific procedures were employed to address each of the above 
Van Selm and Jankowski (2006) response rate recommendations: 
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1. The initial contact was made with each member of the population 
(Professional Land Surveyor's Licensed in Massachusetts) via a brightly 
colored postcard, mailed to them, inviting them to participate in an on-line 
questionnaire. The postcard included the questionnaire's URL so they 
could access the questionnaire. 
2. A follow up e-mail was sent to a portion of the population through the 
Massachusetts Association of Land Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc. 
(MALSCE) which maintains both member and non-member databases. 
3. Topic relevancy was assumed to be high due to the highly specialized 
nature of the target population. 
4. Two $50 American Express Gift Cards were given away in a random 
drawing among participants in the study, held after the final return day. 
Protection of Human Subjects Review Board (PHSRB); 
General: Whereas this research included working with human subjects, the University of 
Maine's protocols were followed. Table 15 lists those aspects of the study directly 
related to the protection of human subjects. Readers are referred to Appendix B for 
complete details on the filings and approvals received. 
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Table 15. Experiment details which were the subjects of the PHSRB approval 
and which required specific action in order to assure approval compliance. 
The postcard sent was in the form of an invitation to voluntarily participate and would 
begin the informed consent process. 
The entry page of the on-line questionnaire was to be an informed consent notice/form. 
An affirmative answer on whether they have read, understand and agree to voluntarily 
participate was required to enter the questionnaire. 
Identifying information was only gathered from those wishing to be entered in the 
incentive drawing allowing individuals to participate anonymously. 
Participants were guaranteed that if they did provide identifying information for the 
incentive drawing it would only be used for that purpose. 
Copies of data with identifying data were kept in a password protected EXCEL 
spreadsheet during the research project. 
All data files (password protected files) with identifying data would be destroyed at the 
conclusion of the experiment. 
Except for time and inconvenience, no foreseeable risks were seen for participants. 
Benefits to the participants, aside from the possibility of receiving one of the incentive 
prizes, was that as stakeholders in the national debate on MCE they will benefit directly 
from the results of the research. 
Original Filing: A full copy of the original filing is included in Appendix B. Also 
included is the documentation regarding the completion of the online tutorial, and a copy 
of the PHSRB signed approval, dated May 16, 2006. 
Modification Filing: Appendix B also includes a copy of the e-mail sent July 10, 2006 
requesting to modify the original approval so that a follow up e-mail could be sent out 
and a copy of the e-mail dated July 11, 2006 approving the modification. 
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Seven Step Data Gathering Procedure; 
The requirements for the protection of human subjects as outlined in the approved 
PHSRB filing, including the modification, as documented in Appendix B, were strictly 
adhered to in the conduct of this study. Enumerated below are the seven specific data 
gathering steps in the experiment: 
1. The Registered Professional Land Surveyor mailing list was obtained from the 
Massachusetts Board of Registration. The list contained 1273 names. Three 
individuals on the list were known to be deceased and their names were removed, 
leaving a mailing list and a population of 1270. 
2. A professional subscription was purchased to the survey/questionnaire web 
service Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) which provided a 
professional user interface for online questionnaires. A printout of the entire 
questionnaire as designed and used is provided in Appendix C. Designing the 
questionnaire with Survey Monkey's HTML design interface provided a number 
of benefits: 
a. Skip logic was employed which allowed a respondent to skip irrelevant 
questions based on their specific responses. This was employed 
extensively to allow respondents to skip the questions about EMs for those 
TPMs which they indicated they did not use in their practices. This 
reduced the need for respondents to scroll through questions they did not 
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need to answer, making the entire survey experience relevant and thereby 
minimizing "survey fatigue" and incomplete surveys. 
b. The questionnaire design tools allowed for first choosing the question 
type, followed by response type, response wording, and answer matrix for 
aligning similar questions with multiple choice (scale) answers. As was 
previously discussed, closed-ended questions were used which allowed for 
easier conversion of questionnaire answers to numerical values for 
statistical analysis. Radio buttons were also used which allowed 
respondents to click on or very near a response to enter a response faster 
and with less missed data (Van Selm and Jankowski 2006). 
c. A data summary user interface (for researchers, not participants) that 
displayed some basic statistics on each question was helpful in monitoring 
response progress during the data collection phase. 
d. The easy export of raw data (in a Comma Separated Value (CSV) format) 
at any juncture from testing to final analysis was used. The file export 
options also allowed for the downloading of virtually every keystroke or 
the downloading of a consolidated file with compressed columns that 
consolidated text entries into numeric responses. It was the condensed 
CSV file that was actually utilized. 
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3. The postcard was designed in accordance with the requirements of the PHSRB 
approval. The image of the postcard is shown in Figure 3. As required by the 
PHSRB, the language of the postcard was considered part of the informed consent 
process. 
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Figure 3. Front and back of actual postcard sent inviting Massachusetts land 
surveyors to participate in the study which postcard initiated the informed consent 
process. 
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4. Once the questionnaire was in place and the sequencing and skip logic tested, the 
postcard design and population address files were supplied to the University of 
Maine Print and Mail Service in digital form where the postcard was printed and 
mailed at non-profit bulk rate on or about June 22, 2006. The postcard indicated a 
deadline of July 21, 2006 for the inclusion in the incentive drawing of July 21, 
2006 thereby allowing approximately a month for individuals to complete the 
questionnaire. Response numbers were noted each day. 
5. The minimum acceptable sample size was determined so that response rates could 
be monitored for sufficiency. The following formula was utilized to determine the 
sample size or response rate (n) for a population (N) = 1270, for a 95% 
confidence level (to/2 = 1 -96) and a range of possible PQI values from zero to 12. 
'' tailO^ 
V l J 
(Wolf and Ghilani 1997) 
In statistical parlance, where it is assumed that all values in a population 
must exist within three times the standard error (3o) either side of the mean, the 
value 12, representing all possible PQI values from 0 to 12, can be considered 
equal to 6a, making, in this case, the number two a reasonable a priori estimate of 
standard error (a). In the above equation, the size of the population (N=1270), 
was substituted for the sample size, n, and 12 (6o) was utilized in the numerator 
yielding a confidence interval (I) of ±0.337. 
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Again, using the above formula, with a ta/2 = 1.96 representing the 95% 
confidence level multiplier for sampling error and the estimated a =2 and the CI 
(I) = 0.337, an estimate of the necessary sample size («), (rounded up to the next 
whole integer) of 136 responses was determined necessary. 
6. After about two weeks the responses/per day had fallen off and the target 
minimum sample size of 136 had not been reached. It was determined at this 
juncture that some sort of reminder was, in fact, necessary. The assistance of the 
Massachusetts Association of Land Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc. 
(MALSCE) was secured to send an e-mail reminder. The Association's database, 
comprised of the Registered Members of the Association combined with the 
Association's "prospects" database, was used. This list included a total of 536 e-
mail addresses. Approximately 275 of the 536 were Registered Members of 
MALSCE, of which only a very small number (certainly less than 5%) are 
Professional Engineers (Civil) and not Professional Land Surveyors. The others 
in the prospects portion of the data base were either Registered Professional Land 
Surveyors who were not members of the Association, or were individuals who 
had attended an Association function and supplied e-mail contact information. 
The list used did NOT included Associate Members of the Association, which is a 
category of membership of the Association for unlicensed individuals who work 
within the profession, such as field and office technicians. It was understood in 
utilizing this list that an analysis of the pre-post e-mail results would have to be 
done to determine if there was any bias introduced by only providing the reminder 
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to an arguably select group of individuals from within the population. If bias was 
detected it would need to be accounted complicating the statistical analysis, 
however on balance it was decided that the complications associated with such a 
reminder were worth the improved response rate predicted in the literature for 
multi-mode and multi-temporal contacts. 
7. The PHSRB was contacted for permission to modify the original approval. The 
proposed text of the reminder e-mail, along with the nature/demographics of the 
proposed recipients, were provided and subsequently approved. The 
documentation of the approval of the modification is provided in Appendix B. As 
a result of the rapid response to the requests by both the PHSRB and MALSCE, 
the e-mail was sent without disturbing the previously published conclusion date 
for the data collection phase of the study of July 21, 2006. The e-mail was sent 
by MALSCE (they could not supply the e-mail address list to a third party) on 
Monday July 17, 2006 at approximately 10:15am. By 8:15pm that evening 47 
additional responses were tallied and the total number of attempts had climbed 
34% and the threshold of 136 viable responses had been surpassed. By the time 
the questionnaire closed at midnight on July 21, 2006 the response rate (in 
attempts) had risen 64% from the time of the e-mail. Figure 4 is a graph of the 
cumulative number of responses by day, based on the attempts between June 26, 
2006 and July 21, 2006. Although there was a large spike in responses 
immediately following the e-mail, responses leveled off to the pre e-mail levels of 
just a couple of responses per day by the July 21, 2006 deadline. 
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Dates (from first response to data collection closing date) 
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Figure 4. The accumulated total responses to the study's on-line questionnaire during the 
duration of the data collection phase from June 25, 2006 thru July 21, 2006. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Raw Data Integrity; 
Once the July 21, 2006 deadline passed, the raw data were downloaded from Survey 
Monkey in a series of Comma Separated Value (CSV) files. A complete set of the raw 
files was saved as password protected MS Excel files per the PHSRB approval. These 
files were burned to a CD-R as a "permanent" backup for the duration of the research 
project, to be destroyed at a later date. The identifying information and IP addresses for 
the respondents were reviewed to verify that no inappropriate patterns of multiple 
responses existed, and, finding none, one copy of the downloaded condensed data was 
designated the working copy, and all identifying information was purged. Each line of 
data, representing one individual's responses, had been given a unique nine digit ID 
number by Survey Monkey and these were used as the "key" column when data were 
grouped and/or analyzed using the MS Access, relational database. 
For a variety of reasons, certain lines of data were determined to be unusable and 
were removed from the raw data set as follows: 
1. A total of 201 attempts were made to complete the questionnaire on Survey 
Monkey. 
2. One response/data line was deleted at the respondent's telephoned request. 
3. 24 respondents exited at the informed consent or at some point during the 
demographic portion of the questionnaire and logged no Technology or 
Professional Method (TPM) or Educational Method (EM) responses, and these 
lines were removed. 
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4. Six respondents were not Massachusetts Registered Professional Land Surveyors, 
based on the demographic information provided, and these lines were removed. 
5. Four respondents exited part way through the TPM or EM questions. This is 
attributed to interruption and/or "survey fatigue", and these lines were removed. 
This left a total of 166 lines of data that were complete, and a response rate of 13.1% 
based on the population size of 1270. Of the 1270 postcards sent, only five came back 
"return to sender". This low number was not surprising because the addresses used came 
directly from the Massachusetts Board of Registration and the data base used for official 
correspondence such as renewal notification. For the purposes of this study the 
population was not modified as a result of the returns since five was statistically 
negligible and, technically, any or all of the five who did not receive the postcard could 
have become aware of the questionnaire through the follow up e-mail or word of mouth 
and may have completed it. 
A few instances of incomplete answers were also analyzed and where the correct 
answers could be deduced, such as an instance where someone left a TPM question 
blank, but filled in a number of the EM boxes associated with that particular TPM, the 
TPM question was answered with an affirmative response. Likewise, when a TPM 
question was blank and no EMs were noted, the TPM question was completed with a 
negative response. In order to make sure that such changes were not a chronic problem 
with a particular respondent, other TPMs on that particular respondent's line of data were 
reviewed and no patterns of confusion were noted. In total only five such corrections 
were necessary out of a total of 1992 decisions (166 respondents x 12 TPMs). 
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Removing the line of data as requested by a respondent first, the pre-post e-mail 
incidents of incomplete data lines were analyzed. 17 of the 34 incomplete lines of data 
were noted from within the pre e-mail attempts of 135 which equates to 12.5%. Of the 
65 post e-mail responses, 17 incomplete lines of data were noted which equates to 26.2%). 
All six of the responses from individuals who were not Massachusetts Registered 
Professional Land Surveyors came post e-mail, and is likely attributable to the fact that 
the e-mail sent by MALSCE included individuals who were not technically within the 
population being studied. 
Raw Data Sufficiency: 
Whereas the theoretical minimum sample size was estimated at 136, proceeding 
with 166 responses would only have been inappropriate if the actual standard deviation 
(S) for the sample was significantly different than the assumed value (<S=2) used to 
calculate the theoretical sample size. The standard deviation of the PQI for the entire 
sample was found to be 2.35. Using this, the sample size n = 166, with degrees of 
freedom (df) > 120 and a confidence interval for S = 0.337, the corresponding t ^ 
confidence value would be 1.848. With df > 120 (oo) the level of confidence value 
interpolated from the t distribution table would be approx 93% . 
n = (WolfandGhilanil997) 
V i J 
Based on the foregoing it was determined that though a larger sample size would have 
been preferred, a sample of 166, with a PQI standard deviation of 2.35 from a population 
of 1270, was statistically sufficient to continue with the analysis. 
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Pre-Post E-mail Data Comparison; 
In order to determine if any bias had been introduced to the mean PQI value as a 
result of the e-mail reminder a two tailed, two-sample, t-test with unequal variances was 
performed to compare the mean PQI values pre and post e-mail. 
The test statistic took the form: 
(Agresti and Finaly 1997) 
Pre E-mail Post E-mail 
PQI=Yl = i m 
S: = 6.090 
n =118 
PQirYr1-™ 
Sl = 4-134 
n =48 
SE in „= m + il31=0.371 
118 48 
T _r,-y,_ 0.755 / = / =1.985 
V all V 0.025 
0.755 < 1.985 
. H0 is not rejected and two sample means were statistically equal. 
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This demonstrated that no sampling bias was introduced through the use of the e-mail 
reminder even though it was not sent to all the individuals who received the initial 
postcard. The implication of this was that the full sample of 166 could be treated as 
homogeneous in terms of whether someone responded simply as a result of the postcard 
or as a result of the postcard and the reminder. 
Study Participation Rates as a Function of Years in Practice; 
Small sample sizes, even if determined to be sufficient as demonstrated above, 
run the risk of being unrepresentative of the population as a result of sampling bias. In 
order to verify that the above sample not only met a minimum size, but was 
representative of the population, the sample distribution was compared across different 
demographics for which the population distribution was known could identify bias that 
may be indicative of such a lack of representativeness. Furthermore, not all population 
values behave randomly and assume a normal distribution for a given variable, so that in 
a study such as this where the mean PQI value may very well not be the mean of all 
possible values (six in this case), it is more important to know that a sample is 
representative than that a sample is random. Specifically, in the case of the PQI, there 
was no a priori estimate that the mean should have been six. In fact, the choices made 
for the TPM questions were such that when the population was measured against the 
standard the mean could just as likely have been ten, or two. It didn't matter what the 
value of the mean PQI was, its validity for generalization was preserved as long as it 
came from a representative sample. 
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In order to divide the population of Massachusetts land surveyors by using a 
demographic that had some meaningful bearing on the dependent variable, a number of 
specific demographics were evaluated, including geographic distribution around the state, 
number of licenses held and specific states of licensure, highest level of education and 
year of licensure. First, the number and states of additional licensure were reviewed with 
the idea that the location of these individuals might be a de facto geographic distribution. 
Upon review and comparison of the listing of licensees for the adjoining states a number 
of observations were made: 
1. Practitioners licensed in only one state besides Massachusetts tended to reside in 
communities along the borders, but this was certainly not a rule. Furthermore, the 
converse of that observation, namely, that licensure only in Massachusetts would 
somehow be indicative of living in the interior of the state, was not true. 
2. Little geographic correlation was found among individuals licensed in two other 
states and state boundaries. Some individuals residing in the northwest and 
southwest corners of Massachusetts were found to be licensed in the two nearest 
states, but this was not found to be exclusive. 
3. No geographic correlation was discerned among individuals licensed in three or 
more states besides Massachusetts. 
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These observations were not quantified to any level of mathematical certainty, 
however, by cross-referencing address locations from the Massachusetts licensee list with 
the adjoining states' licensee lists, it became apparent that the generally small size of the 
New England states made a geographic distribution, based on states of multiple licensure, 
a poor choice for studying sample representativeness as it related to PQI. Based on 
similar reasoning regarding the scale of the states in New England, a geographic 
distribution based on home address, longitude, County, etc. seemed equally poor choices. 
Secondly, the level of highest education might have proven a worthwhile 
demographic to use but this was empirically impossible since no population 
demographics existed to measure the sample demographics against. 
The third choice, number of years of practice (generally an age distribution), was 
reviewed, since the demographics existed for both the population and the sample. 
Furthermore the effect of technological change over time had been widely cited in the 
continuing education literature as it related to professional obsolescence. (Knox 1979). 
With an age based distribution, an appropriate independent variable had been 
found for the dependent variable, PQI, in order to test representativeness. Figure 5 is a 
chart comparing the percentage by class for both the population and the sample. The six 
classes identified were based on question two of the study questionnaire, which asked 
respondents to list the decade of first licensure for each state that they were currently 
licensed in, including Massachusetts. The population data from the Massachusetts Board 
of Registration database carried the actual year of licensure so the population data set was 
simply divided into classes along the identical lines as question 2, frequencies were 
determined, and frequency percentages were calculated for comparison. 
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2000-2006 1990-1999 1980-1989 1970-1979 1960-1969 Priorto1960 
Decade of First Licensure in Massachusetts 
Figure 5. Percentage of land surveyors in study sample (cross hatched) and population of 
Massachusetts land surveyors (solid) divided into six classes by decade of first licensure 
in Massachusetts. 
Particularly troubling was the disparity between the sample and population 
percentages in the class "1960-1969" and the class "Prior to 1960". Clearly the sample 
was not representative of the population in these classes. Whereas the literature 
regarding e-mail and online surveys often discussed bias in terms of computer literacy 
and internet availability, the sample percentages were adjusted to reflect internet use 
figures compiled by the Pew Internet & American Life Project, "A non-profit research 
center studying the social effects of the Internet on Americans" 
(http://www.pewinternet.org/index.asp). The internet usage percentages from the Pew 
Internet & American Life Project are depicted in Table 16. 
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Table 16. Demographics of internet users from the Pew Internet & American Life project 






Use the internet 
88% 
84% 
7 1 % 
32% 
The classes from the Pew study were interpolated to derive representative 
percentages for the classes being used in this study. Although internet use by practicing 
professionals, including land surveyors, might be expected to be near 100% in 2006, the 
Pew figures, based on the general adult population, were much lower. When the 
percentage of actual respondents in the classes was compared to an expected percentage 
using population values adjusted for internet usage as noted in Figure 6, greater 





Decade of First Licensure in MA 
Figure 6. Percentage of land surveyors in study sample (cross hatched) and population of 
Massachusetts land surveyors (solid), adjusted for adult internet usage based on Pew 
Internet & American Life Project figures, divided into six classes by decade of first 
licensure in Massachusetts. 
It was then hypothesized that the disparity may have been caused by a lack of 
response by retirees who remained licensed but who might have had little real interest 
real in the study, as described by the postcard invitation. This stood to reason, and in 
fact, Van Selm and Jankowski (2006) listed relevancy of the topic as one of the four 
specific measures of response rate (see Table 14). In order to investigate this, a number of 
additional facts were assembled. First, the publicly available list of Licensed Land 
Surveyors from the New Hampshire Board of Registration was divided into the same 
classes of first licensure year as were used in the questionnaire and into which the 
Massachusetts population had been divided. New Hampshire does not furnish on its 
website dates of original licensure, however, by making a few assumption and checking 
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data at critical points, the break points between the decades of first licensure classes were 
determined within a few licensees either way. First, the list was manipulated so that a list 
in license number order was developed. New Hampshire, like most states, assigns license 
numbers in chronological order by exam cycle, and alphabetical within exam cycle. 
Occasionally a license was granted between exam cycles (assumedly by comity w/o exam 
or as the result of an exam appeal), but generally alphabetical patterns were found that 
indicated exam cycles. It was also assumed that a licensee was licensed in their home 
state before becoming licensed in other states, which, besides making common sense, is 
often a requirement of law, as in the case of Massachusetts per 250 CMR Section 3.01(7). 
By deductively comparing the names of licensees who hold licenses in New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts, their state of residence, their date of licensure in Massachusetts, and 
the exam cycles patterns, reasonable breakpoints were identified for the break between 
the decade of first licensure classes for the New Hampshire land surveyors. The 
confidence of the earlier breakpoints was strong because of the high percentage of multi-
state licensees living on both sides of the border, whereas the confidence of the more 
recent classes was strengthened by the exam cycle patterns. In addition, individuals' 
names were recognized near two of the more recent break points and calls were made to 
confirm that the date identified through the analysis as their year of licensure was, in fact 
correct (B. Norris, K. Chang & W. Lanphear, pers. comm.) 
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Additionally, those New Hampshire land surveyors who had elected "Retired" 
status were removed from the population before the percentages were calculated. 
E3 Massachusetts 
Q New Hampshire 
2000-20061990-19991980-1989 1970-19791960-1969 Prior 
to1960 
Decade of First Licensure 
Figure 7. Percentage of Massachusetts land surveyors (Solid) and New Hampshire 
land surveyors (cross-hatched), divided into six classes 
by decade of first licensure. 
The results as depicted in Figure 7 were startling, especially in the "1960-1969" 
and "Prior to 1960" classes where six and ten fold differences were seen in the population 
percentage among the states in those two classes while the population percentages for the 
other four classes were much closer. Table 17 was also illuminating. It lists all the 
adjoining states, their annualized license renewal fees and MCE status. Not only was a 
Massachusetts license found to be a bargain at $34/yr, but with no MCE requirement, 
Massachusetts retirees need never really make a decision to let their license lapse. 
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Table 17. Annualized license renewal fee and status of MCE for 


























The determination that those licensed prior to 1970 were considered of retirement 
age was also verified. If an individual was on the theoretically quickest path to land 
surveying licensure (e.g. a bachelors degree in engineering and 4 years of experience, 
{Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 112, Section 81 J(2))), and if they graduated with 
that 4 year engineering degree at age 22 and accumulated the necessary experience, they 
would have had to have been at approximately age 26 in 1969. Put another way, the 
latest they could have been born was 1943, making them a minimum age of 63 in 2006. 
Because this is the cusp of retirement age and most people are NOT licensed in the 
theoretical minimum amount of time, an empirical test on the Massachusetts land 
surveyor "Class of 1969" was done. The results are noted in Table 18. Ages for the 18 
currently licensed individuals who were first licensed in 1969 were found through a 
website entitled: My Family People Finder: (http://reunite.myfamily.com/). To test the 
validity of this website's data, numerous names of people whose ages were known 
(parents, siblings and friends) were entered and at all times found to provide correct ages. 
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In addition, birthdates for two of the individuals from the "Class of 1969" were found in 
personal vitae on line and the ages matched the My Family People Finder values. Not 
only was the mean for the "Class of 1969" found to be greater than the minimum, it was 
nearly a full decade larger. 
Table 18. List of the 18 Massachusetts currently licensed land surveyors 







































Based on the foregoing, it appeared that in the classes "1960-1969" and "Prior to 
1960" the vast majority of the individuals were very likely retired and no longer 
practicing, but they seem to be keeping their Massachusetts license current, most likely 
out of a sense of professional pride, rather than any inclination to practice. As a result of 
this finding, the population percentages from New Hampshire for the two retiree classes 
were then used to reduce the population of Massachusetts land surveyors in the two 
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senior classes so that they would better reflect the practicing profession. When new 
totals were substituted and a reduced population of 945 was used, the sample percentages 
and population percentages for Massachusetts came in line, as can be noted in Figure 8. 
2000-2006 1990-1999 1980-1989 1970-1979 1960-1969 Priorto1960 
Decade of First Licensure in Massachusetts 
Figure 8. Percentage of land surveyors in study sample adjusted by removing retirees 
from two senior classes (cross hatched) and population of Massachusetts 
land surveyors (Solid) divided into six classes by 
decade of first licensure in Massachusetts. 
All this seems to indicate that the sample that was collected was, in fact, 
representative of the population of practicing land surveyors in Massachusetts, even if it 
was not representative of the entire population, which appeared to include large numbers 
of retirees. However, as can be seen in the case of the New Hampshire, a byproduct of 
the implementation of a MCE requirement in land surveying appeared to be that large 
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percentages of retirees let their licenses lapse or moved to a non-practicing retired status. 
Therefore, focusing on practicing land surveyors rather than all land surveyors, although 
technically a distinction, is one without a difference, as it related to the study of the effect 
of MCE. 
Summary of Sample Data Validity: 
The following characteristics of the sample had been determined to this point: 
1. The sample had been purged of incomplete data and consists of 166 responses 
2. The size of the sample was acceptable for generalizing about the population at 
approximately the 93% confidence level. 
3. The use of the e-mail reminder did not skew the mean PQI so that a statistically 
significant difference was noted. 
4. When appropriate allowances were made for the large number of retirees still 
licensed to practice in Massachusetts, the sample was found to be representative 
of the practicing profession when the demographic of years in practice was used 
as the measure. 
Correlation between PQI and Highest Level of Education: 
Before analyzing the relationship between PQI and MCE, the relationship 
between PQI and highest education level was studied to determine if any biases emerged 
that needed to be addressed. Figure 9 is a chart showing the frequencies of responses for 
the various education classes in the questionnaire. Figure 10 represents the mean PQI for 
each of the educational classes and Figure 11 is a scatter plot of PQI vs. education level 
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for all the participants in the study. Though there did seem to be some correlation 
between the mean PQI per class and the amount of pre-professional education, when 
looking at the trends in Figure 9, the variability in the PQI across all the educational 
classes, as noted in the scatter plot of Figure 11 (with a correlation coefficient of 
0.0097842) limits any predictive value of pre-professional education on the outcome of 
higher practice quality. This was not surprising since the PQI was based on Technology 
and Professional Methods (TPMs) that postdated the pre-professional education of the 
vast majority of practitioners. This further validated the appropriateness of the 12 
specific TPMs chosen as indicators of competency derived from CPE. 
highest Level of Education 
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Figure 10. Frequency distribution for each of the highest education level classes 




PQI vs. highest Level of Education (r = 0.00978) 
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highest Level of Education 
Figure 11. Scatter Plot of the highest level of education and corresponding PQI for each 
individual respondent to the questionnaire 
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Table 19. Key to numerical values for highest level of education 
achieved for use in interpreting Figure 11. 
























Correlation between PQI and Professional and Collegial Activities: 
Figure 12 is a scatter plot of the mean professional and collegial activity score (ranging 
from 0 for "never" to 4+ times per year) and corresponding PQI for each individual 
respondent to the questionnaire. The correlation coefficient (r) for these data is 0.191576, 
which suggested that the predictive value of professional and collegial activities for PQI 
was minimal at best. 
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PQI vs. Mean Professional & Collegial Activity Score 
(r = 0.191576) 
14 
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Professional & Collegial Activities (Average) 
Figure 12. Scatter Plot of the mean professional and collegial activity score and 
corresponding PQI for each individual respondent to the questionnaire 
Reduction of Sampling Bias: 
Once the sample had been determined to be representative of the population, parsing 
the sample and comparing means and variances among the sub-samples which 
specifically related to the hypotheses was done. Rather than relying on the sample means 
and a two sample t-test, resampling was performed in order to remove sampling bias and 
to enforce a sense of randomness, at least within the classes for which representativeness 
was demonstrated. 
Specifically a statistical resampling procedure call the Bootstrap was utilized to 
resample from the existing sample in order to better model the effect of the variance 
through a process of creating large numbers of additional samples. Though a two sample 









among the classes, the study hypotheses called for a comparison of PQFs based on MCE 
across the full range of classes within the profession. Although the modification of the 
population to eliminate the retirees had to be reflected in the articulation of the 
conclusions based on the hypotheses, as long as representativeness was maintained, the 
applicability of the methodology and the hypotheses as originally outlined remained 
valid. 
The Bootstrap: Although resampling and simulations have been utilized to enhance the 
robustness of statistical methodologies by generations of statisticians, it was as a result of 
the numerical processing ability of computers that resampling came of age. The 
Bootstrap was given its name and articulated as a resampling tool by Bradley Efron from 
Stanford University in 1979 (Efron, 1979). In 1982 Efron published a series of lecture 
materials in entitled: "The Jackknife, the Bootstrap and Other Resampling Plans ", which 
brought the concept to the attention of mainstream statisticians. The Bootstrap was 
introduced to the general scientific community in 1983 in an article in Scientific 
American as a numerical technique that could replace complex and difficult to apply 
statistical methods then currently in use (Diaconis and Efron 1983). The Bootstrap was 
extremely easy to apply and simply entailed repeated sampling, or more correctly 
resampling, with replacement, performed ad nausem with statistical calculations 
performed on the re-sampled data set after each replication. The results of these iterative 
replications were then accumulated and tested statistically. (Chernick 1999). 
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Efron (1982) articulated it best when referring to the Bootstrap and the other resampling 
methods in the introduction to The Jackknife, the Bootstrap and Other Resampling Plans: 
From a traditional point of view, all of the methods 
discussed here are prodigious computational spendthrifts. 
We blithely ask the reader to consider techniques which 
require the usual statistical calculations to be multiplied a 
thousand times over. None of this would have been 
feasible twenty-five years ago, before the era of cheap and 
fast computation. An important theme of what follows is 
the substitution of computational power for theoretical 
analysis, (p. 2) 
The Bootstrap was applied at two specific junctures in the below analysis. It was first 
used to study the mean PQI of the sample. Once that was done the Bootstrap was utilized 
in the hypothesis testing to provide Bootstrap mean PQI values to replace the simple 
means of the sample values in the analysis. 
Calculation of the Bootstrap Mean PQI: 
From the 166 responses, the columns of interest were extracted using MS Access 
and placed into an MS Excel spreadsheet for analysis. The data included were the 
respondent ID, code for decade of first licensure, and the 12 columns of numerical 
responses for "Yes" or "No" relative to the 12 TPM topics which make up the PQI score. 
The 12 responses were summed to arrive at a PQI for each respondent. These data were 
then sorted according to the decade of first licensure classes. This portion of the 
spreadsheet was then annotated with headings and an example of this is presented in 
Table 20. The PQI values for all respondents are included in Appendix D. 
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Table 20. Sample table of PQI values for individual respondents along with the 













































































































With traditional sampling, the means and variances would have been computed 
for each class and compared for statistical equality using a two sample t-test and an f-test, 
respectively. Though the means and standard deviations were calculated here for 
completeness, they were used differently, and towards the end of the Bootstrap process. 
Table 21 contains the traditional sample means and variances for the decade of first 
licensure classes. 
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Table 21. Mean PQIs, standard deviations (S) and frequencies (n) for each 
decade of first licensure in Massachusetts class for the study sample. 

































Holding Table 21 in abeyance, a Bootstrap sample of the same size as each class 
sample was drawn randomly from each real sample, with replacement. To illustrate this, 
columns 1 and 2 of Table 22 contain the ID and PQI for the actual sample data for the 
current decade (these are identical to the first and third columns from Table 20). 
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Table 22. Four bootstrap PQI samples and their means and standard deviations 
along with the actual sample from which they were drawn 






























































































































The numerals in column 4 thru 7 of Table 22 were the results of 4 random draws, with 
replacement, from column 2. The ID numbers refer only to column 2. The different 
Bootstrap means and standard deviations for each draw were noted at the base of each 
column. 
Because of the tremendous effort that went into verifying that the study sample 
was representative of the population, large numbers of samples (replicating columns 4 
thru 7 of Table 22 over and over again) were created, and by evaluating the means of 
these samples, randomness was simulated from representativeness. 
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An additional refinement that was utilized when drawing from the sample 
distributions, to determine a mean across the entire population, was to draw from each 
class in proportion to the class's representation in the population, rather in proportion to 
it's representation in the sample. In order to facilitate the visualization of this concept, 
draws were done from each class sample of the exact number of individuals that existed 
in the actual population in that class. This created a bootstrap sample equal in number to 
the actual population, and representative in proportion to the classes of the actual 
population. The adjusted population percentage values from Figure 8 were used to 
determine the number of individuals in each class of the bootstrap population sized 
sample, and these values are noted in column 3 of Table 23. The column 3 values of 
Table 23 indicate the number of draws from the class sample described in column 2 for 
the class in column 1. 
Table 23. Decade of first licensure in Massachusetts class frequencies 


























Completing this for each line in Table 23 constructed a bootstrap sample of 945 
values which mimics the size and class distribution of the actual population for which a 
mean and standard deviation could be calculated. 
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As discussed above, the simplicity of the Bootstrap was derived from its reliance 
on computational power so that one could technically replicate the above bootstrap 
sample millions and millions of times in a very short period of time. As a rule of thumb, 
however, 200 bootstrap replications are usually satisfactory, so for the purpose of this 
study a conservative 500 were used (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). 
Rather then calculate a mean of all the mean PQIs per class, to better visualize the 
results of the Bootstrap, a frequency histogram of the 500 bootstrap replications of the 
mean of 945 PQIs was constructed and is shown in Figure 13. The values used in this 
histogram are provided in Appendix E. 
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Figure 13. Frequency distribution of mean PQIs from 500 Bootstrap replications of 945 
individual observations re-sampled from the study sample in proportion to the decade of 
first licensure classes, (adjusted for retirees) with the actual study data's mean value 
superimposed 
The bold vertical line superimposed on the histogram was the simple mean for the 
actual sample. Two striking observations, made by viewing the histogram, were the 
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generally normal frequency distribution about the mean (enforcing randomness), and the 
apparent difference between the mean of the actual sample and the mean from the 500 
Bootstrap replications. The difference between the bootstrap mean and the sample mean 
is a function of sampling error (bias) across the classes. The bias in this was identified by 
reviewing the direction of the mean shift, the differences between the sample and 
populations class percentages from Figure 8, and the sample means from Table 21. In 
this case, the under-representation in the "1970-1979 decade of first licensure class in 
the sample, combined with low PQI for those in the sample in that class, are likely the 
cause of the shift. Specifically, through the application of the Bootstrap, more PQI's like 
the ones in the 1970-1979 sample (with a relatively low mean) are used in the calculation 
of the Bootstrap mean. Though the exact nature of a complex bias may be very difficult 
to identify, and the generalizations described above may actually account for some of the 
bias, for many applications, such as this study, quantifying the bias is more important 
than identifying the specific cause. (Chernick 1999). 
Practice Quality and MCE Bootstrap Analysis as Applied to the Hypothesis Testing: 
With the above understanding of the Bootstrap it was next applied to the data bearing 
directly on the study hypotheses. These hypotheses are repeated in Table 24 for 
convenience: 
Table 24. Restatement of the three study hypotheses 
H 0 : P Q I MA/NH 70/70 > PQI MA 70/70 
H 0 : PQI MA/NH 70/70 = P Q I (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
H 0 : P Q I MA 70/70 = P Q I (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
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As described above, the mean PQI used was the Bootstrap mean derived from 500 
sample replications rather than the actual sample mean. In the same way that the actual 
sample mean was superimposed on the Bootstrap frequency distribution in Figure 13, the 
actual sample mean was superimposed on the appropriate Bootstrap frequency 
distribution in the hypothesis testing as well. 
The hypothesis testing was done in three steps. The first step was to generate and 
parse the sample data according to the categories in accordance with the PQI subscripts 
from the three hypotheses and calculate the sample means and standard deviations. The 
second step was to generate the 500 bootstrap samples and attendant means. The third 
step was to perform the three t-tests, one for each of the hypotheses. 
Extraction of Sample Data for Hypothesis Testing: 
A query was written in MS Access that allowed for the segregation of the sample 
data that met the hypothesis criteria, (MA/NH 70/70 and MA 70/70). The two groupings of 
ID and PQI data were then extracted and are presented in Table 25. The third grouping, 
for use in testing Hypotheses 2 & 3, was simply a combination of the first two, and the 
sample size (n), mean and standard deviation (S) are presented at the bottom of Table 25 
for use in the end analysis. 
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Table 25. Data from study sample that meet the hypothesis testing criteria 

















































































































































































































Frequency Distributions of the Bootstrap Means: 
Whereas the size of the population corresponding to the above samples was 
unknown, the Bootstrap was constructed slightly differently. Unlike the class mean 
application, where the 500 Bootstrap samples were constructed at the population 
proportions and size, for this analysis the 500 Bootstrap replications of the sample will be 
created at the same size as the actual sample. The means and standard deviations of this 
Bootstrap are presented in Table 26. 
Table 26. Mean and standard deviation of 500 Bootstrap replications 


















Figure 14 depicts frequency histograms for the MA/NH70/70 segment of the population, 
the MA70/70 segment and the combined MA/NH70/70+ MA70/70 population. By comparing 
the means from the actual samples with their histograms, greater agreement between 
these sub-samples and their Bootstrap replication means was noted; however the 
separation between the means for the two sub-samples (MA/NH70/70 and MA70/70) was 
surprising, since the group with the lower mean and the lower Bootstrap mean was the 
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Figure 14. Frequency distribution of mean PQIs from 500 Bootstrap replications of 
MA/NH 70/70, MA 70/70 and the combined MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70 sample data re-
sampled from the study data with the actual study data's mean value superimposed 
In order to further analyze this difference an additional Bootstrap was done, but 
rather than resample at the original sample size, the population of Massachusetts land 
surveyors was first broken down according to whether an individual was licensed in 
Massachusetts only or whether they were licensed in MA and NH. The proper 
proportions were determined by comparing the names on the Massachusetts licensee list 
with the publicly available licensee lists from the adjoining states. By comparing the MA 
and NH lists it was determined that there were 112 individuals that were licensed in both 
states. Then, by compiling the overlap list for each of the other adjoining states, and 
further combining the six lists and removing the duplicate names, it was determined that 
there were 258 individuals licensed in Massachusetts who were also licensed in at least 
one of the other adjoining states. By subtracting 258 from 1270 (the total number of 
Massachusetts licensees), the number of individuals who were licensed in MA, and not 
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licensed in one of the adjoining states, was determined to be 1012. This 1012, however, 
technically includes individuals who were licensed in Massachusetts, and might be 
licensed in a non-adjoining state. Whereas it was not feasible to compare the 
Massachusetts list to all the other states, a review of the out of state mailing addresses 
from the Massachusetts Board of Registration list indicated that the number of 
individuals in this category was very small. Therefore, a deduction from the 1012 was 
made based on the sample percentage. Specifically, the 1012 was reduced 2.4 % (24 
individuals) which was the percentage of the sample (4 out of 166) that reported licensure 
in MA and another jurisdiction but not any of the adjoining states. This left a working 
number of 988 land surveyors who were licensed in Massachusetts only. Using the 
adjusted percentages for decade of first licensure from Figure 8, a distribution was 
developed on which to base a Bootstrap resampling, and this is depicted in Table 27. 
Table 27. Frequency distribution of MA 70/70 and MA/NH 70/70 land surveyors 
by decade of first licensure calculated for population 







































Table 28 indicates the Bootstrap means and standard deviations which can be compared 
to the values in Table 26. Likewise, Figure 15 shows the frequency distribution 
associated with this Bootstrap, with the actual sample means superimposed, and can be 
compared to Figure 14. What is particularly important to note is that when the adjusted 
Bootstrap (Figures 15) is compared to the original Bootstrap (Figure 14), the mean for the 
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MA/NH 70/70 sub-group is not noticeably closer to the MA 70/70 mean. This indicated that 
any bias as a result of the class distribution was minimal. 
Table 28. Mean and standard deviation of 500 Bootstrap replications of 
the study data applicable to the hypotheses sub-groups adjusted for 
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Figure 15. Frequency distribution of mean PQIs from 500 Bootstrap replications of 
MA/NH 70/70, MA 70/70 and the combined MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70 sample data re-
sampled from the study data, adjusted for decade of first licensure distribution, with the 
actual study data's mean value superimposed 
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Hypothesis Testing: 
Although appearing quite distinct, graphically, in Figure 15, statistical testing 
was done to determine if the difference was, in fact, statistically significant or not. The 
data from the Bootstrap means adjusted for classes, from Table 28, were used since they 
were more refined and likely more representative of the population. 
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First Hypothesis: H0: PQI MA/NH 70/70 > PQI MA 70/70 
A single tailed, two sample, t-test with unequal variances was performed using the data as 
adjusted for class sizes. The test statistic took the form: 
so 
MA/NH 70/70 





t =f =1.645 
I a I 0.05 
7.52 > 1.645 
. H0 is rejected and PQI MA/NH 70/70 was not significantly greater than PQI MA 70/70-
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Second Hypothesis: H0: PQI MA/NH 70/70 = PQI (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
A two tailed, two sample, t-test with unequal variances was performed. The test statistic 
took the form: 
MA/NH 70/70 
(Agresti and Finaly 1997) 
MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70 
500 500 
T • 621 
6.27 > 1.960 
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so 
Third Hypothesis: H0: PQI MA 70/70 = PQI (MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70) 
A two tailed, two sample, t-test with unequal variances was performed. The test statistic 
took the form: 
(Agresti and Finaly 1997) 
SE(x 4.49 4.62 . . . . + — — = 0.135 !500 500 
1.11 
t =f =1.960 
la/2 10.05 
1.IK 1.960 
:. H0 is accepted and PQI MA 70/70 was equal to the PQIMA/NH 70/70+ MA 70/70-
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so 
Discussion of Hypothesis Testing Results; 
Meaning of Hypothesis Test No. 1: The results of the first hypothesis test suggest that: 
The PQI, which is an indicator of both practice quality 
and competency, for those land surveyors who are 
subject to MCE was not significantly greater than the 
PQI for those land surveyors who are practicing in the 
same practice environment who were not subject to 
MCE. 
Meaning of Hypothesis Tests No. 2 & 3: The difference between the mean PQI for the 
for the MA/NH70/70 and the mean PQI for the combined MA/NH70/70 + MA70/70 
"population", shown in Figure 14, was, in fact, statistically different as well. In other 
words, the sub-group MA/NH70/70 was definitely different from the population of 
MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70 land surveyors from which it was drawn (Hypothesis 2). In 
contrast, however, the MA70/70 group was not statistically different from the population of 
MA/NH 70/70 + MA 70/70 land surveyors from which it was drawn (Hypothesis 3). Alone 
these two hypothesis tests did not mean much, but taken together with the first it became 
clear that the MA/NH70/70 group is appearing definitely distinct. 
Effect of Sample Size and Additional Analysis: The immediate concern, of course, was 
that the sample size might be a factor, especially if it were not representative. However, 
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even though the sample was made up of only 12 respondents in the MA/NH70/70 category, 
it still represents 11% of the total number of individuals (112) licensed in both states. 
Furthermore, if it was assumed that some of the land surveyors licensed to practice in 
both Massachusetts and New Hampshire practice in neither, the 12 responses likely 
represents an even greater percentage of the 112. 
In order to study this issue further to determine if any obvious bias was being 
overlooked, Table 29 was produced which lists all of the MA/NH respondents along with 
their key demographic information. 
Table 29. Demographic information for all MA/NH respondents 


















































































































































Referring to Table 29, the second grouping (bold faced) are the 12 responses that 
were actually used in the hypothesis testing because they met the 70/70 thresholds for % 
LS work and % work in MA. No obvious bias was noted. Among the top and bottom 
groupings in Table 29, the distributions for decade of first licensure and education did not 
appear disproportionate. 
This lead to two possible conclusions: First, that there was some undetected bias 
that was somehow affecting the licensees of both states that was not affecting the 
licensees of just Massachusetts, but that seemed highly unlikely. The other, more 
probable explanation was that this particular sample's mean PQI was simply 
uncharacteristically low. For the purposes of this study however, it was still reasonable 
to conclude, based on the magnitude and direction of the difference between the means, 
that it was highly unlikely that increasing the size of the sample would generate enough 
of a change in the mean in the positive direction to influence the outcome of the first 
hypothesis. Specifically, the mean PQI for the MA/NH70/70 sub-group would have to 
increase to approximately 8.4, based on the proportions from Table 37, in order for the 
first null hypothesis to be accepted. It was quite possible however that more data could 
have increased the mean enough to change the outcome of the second hypothesis, 
providing for a conclusion that MA/NH70/70 group was no different than the MA/NH70/70 
+ MA70/70 population they were a part of. 
Study Limitation: It is important to understand that the distinction drawn from hypothesis 
one is that the mandatory aspect of CE did not appear to have a measurable effect. It is 
possible, and in fact highly likely, that two other dynamics were at work here. First, 
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many land surveyors in Massachusetts avail themselves to CE programs voluntarily. Of 
the 77 land surveyors in the MA70/70 sub-group, 30 indicated they attended one seminar a 
year, 24 indicated that they attended two or three seminars a year and eight indicated that 
they attend four or more seminars a year. Assuming that a program's effect on 
participants was independent of whether they were there because they wanted to be there 
or had to be there, the PQI for the MA/NH70/70 sub-group and the PQI for the overall 
population would be expected to change at the same rate. The second dynamic that may 
have been at work was that professional learning for land surveyors was taking place in 
many ways other than the standard seminar method relied upon for MCE. If that were 
true, an individual's PQI was only partially a function of such seminars. 
The idea that MCE (in its current form), was quite likely no better than a 
voluntary system to maintain competency, raised two critical concerns for the land 
surveying profession, licensing boards and consumers: Why doesn't the current MCE 
structure measurably improve practice quality and competency, and second; What will? 
These questions bring the discussion back to the two basic areas of scholarly inquiry 
concerning the effectiveness of CPE: Whether specific programs are effective and 
whether specific methods of instruction are effective (Cervero and Rottet 1984) (Cervero, 
Rottet and Dimmock 1986). 
Educational Methods Analysis; 
Data Reduction Procedure: In order to gain a better understanding of the above two ideas, 
the Technology and Professional Method (TPM) responses, PQI's and the Educational 
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Method (EM) data for each respondent were analyzed. By quantifying the observations 
regarding the educational habits of the respondents at work in generating the PQIs, 
relationships became apparent. 
Educational Methods utilized in Practice Quality Improvement: In order to reduce the 
data to a form that could be brought to bear on the question of how land surveyors were 
really learning, a series of spreadsheets were developed using MS Excel to tabulate the 
EMs noted for each affirmative response to a particular TPM question. On the study 
questionnaire, following each of the EMs the respondent chose from: "Used 
Extensively", "Used Frequently", "Used Infrequently" and "Did Not Use". This allowed 
for the creation of a summary table of scores for each EM for each TPM. Table 30 
contains the data for TPM Question 20 and its follow-up Question 21 regarding EMs. 
The EM questions were posed only to those who affirmatively answered a TPM question, 
so respondents were reporting how they actually learned. This is in contrast to many CPE 
studies that focus on attitudes and preferences about specific educational experiences. 
This study's approach provides a unique picture of the land surveyor's CPE process, 
because it focuses only on those CPE experiences that have already resulted in 
competency having been achieved. 
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Table 30. Example Educational Methods response data 
(all data from Question 21 on the study questionnaire) 






Question 20: Do you do RTK GPS office calculations? 
Question 21: Competency Development Tools and Methods 
(See Full Descriptions in Table 13) 
0= Did Not Use, 1= Used Infrequently, 







































0= Did Not Use, 1= Used Infrequently, 2= Used Frequently, 3= Used Extensively 
Total 
Non Blanks 






































































































































































































































The results for all the TPMs that make up the PQI are summarized in Table 31. 
The blanks noted in the Vendor and Tutorial columns were the result of the removal of 
illogical responses, since vendor and tutorial type EMs do not actually exist for the 
specific TPMs that were the subject of such responses. 
Table 31. Mean score and standard deviations for each Educational Method 
for each of the 12 Technology and Professional Methods 
that were utilized in developing the PQI. 




















Static GPS: Field 





Static GPS: Office 


































































































































































































To help visualize these results, Figures 16 through 18 were developed by 













S Sialic GPS: Field 
• RIK GPS: Hold 
• Static GPS. Office 
nRTK GPS: Office 
Book Course Serrinar Magazine Journal Colleague HAnual 
Educational Methods 
Vendor Tutorial 
Figure 16. Mean response by Educational Method for the four named Technology and 
Professional Methods where 0 = "did not use", 1= "used infrequently", 2= "used 
















S Data Collector: Field 
• Data Collector: Office 
Z Least Squares Adjustrrert 
DCAD 
Book Couse Seninar [vbgazine Jounal ColleaL:*- Wrui \ - . I M ' i* i 
Educational Methods 
Figure 17. Mean response by Educational Method for the four named Technology and 
Professional Methods where 0 = "did not use", 1= "used infrequently", 2= "used 
frequently", and 3 = "used extensively" 
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Book Course Serrinar Magazine Journal Colleague Manual Vendor Tutorial 
Educational Methods 
Figure 18. Mean response by Educational Method for the four named Technology and 
Professional Methods where 0 = "did not use", 1= "used infrequently", 2= "used 
frequently", and 3 = "used extensively" 
Table 31 and Figures 16 through 18 were very useful in comparing the EMs as 
they related to each specific TPM, and shed some light on the question of whether 
specific types of programs were effective and whether specific methods of instruction 
were effective for specific TPMs within the land surveying profession. However, they did 
not take into account the number of learners that responded affirmatively to each of the 
12 TPM questions. As a result they were really less instructive on the overall learning 
methods individuals used. For example, if only one person used a particular TPM and 
they learned about it by reading a book "extensively", the score for "Book" for that entire 
TPM in Table 42 was a three. On the other hand, if there was another TPM that 100 
people were using and 50 read a book "extensively", and the other 50 used a book 
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"infrequently", that was scored as a two in Table 42. Table 42 was useful in ranking 
methods used to learn for a particular TPM, but it did not reflect the volume of learning 
that may be taking place across TPMs using a specified EM. In order to determine more 
about the volume of learning, all the EM data for all 12 TPMs were combined, and means 
and standard deviations were calculated for each EM using all the total incidences of use. 
The results are summarized in Table 32. 
Table 32.Mean score for each Educational Methods across the entire sample 
for all affirmative uses of PQI Technology and Professional Methods 











































Table 32 is extremely informative in that it gives a rank-able score for each EM based on 
the total amount of reliance on an EM across all TPMs by all the individuals and 
irrespective of which particular TPM(s) they chose to develop their competency in. If 
someone with a PQI of 12 read 12 books, one on each topic, and used them extensively, 
Table 43 recognizes that by accumulating all those incidences and counting them equally 
toward the score. 
Another observation about Table 31 was that some obvious trends were visible 
across the TPMs when the EM scores for a given TPM row were ranked first, second, 
third or last for that particular TPM. To aid in the visualization of this ranking across the 
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TPMs, the differently ranked cells from Table 31 were coded with varying colors and 
fonts, quickly demonstrating that some EMs were generally high ranking and others 
weree generally low. Table 33 includes the scores from Table 31 and is coded according 
to Table 45 in order to demonstrate the ranking trends. 
Table 33. Mean score and standard deviations for each Educational Method for each of 
the 12 Technology and Professional Methods that are utilized in developing the PQI, 
from Table 31 and coded (by color and font, according to Table 34) as either first 
(highest value in a row), second, third or last (lowest value in a row). 
0= Did Not Use, 1= Used Infrequently, 2= Used Frequently, 3= Used Extensively 
Topic 
Static GPS: Field 














































































































































Table 34. Color coding/ranking key for use with Table 33. 
First (18pt. Bold Italics) 
Second (14pt.Italics) 
The final step in the analysis of the EM data entailed first determining a score (0-3) for 
each of the nine EMs for each of the 166 individuals in the study and then determining 
each individual's ranking for first (highest), second, third. Then the frequencies for first, 
second and third for each EM were determined. The frequencies were then used with 
weighting multipliers of 3, 2, and 1 respectively for 1st, 2n and 3rds and the results 
summed. This produced a weighted rank for each EM based on its frequency of use by 
each individual and its frequency as a first, second or third choice by each individual. 
Table 46 includes the frequency data and the calculations to support the ranking of the 
EMs. 
Table 35. Weighted ranking for the nine Educational Methods based on individual 
























































Table 35 is the most important finding of this study. It suggests how land surveyors 
actually learned; it demonstrates why MCE may not be impacting practice quality and 
competency; it validates the applicability of adult education theory to the land surveying 
profession; and it provides a possible road map for future research. 
Regarding the top three ways land surveyors learn: working with colleagues, 
vendor training, and user manuals are all directly related to actual practice. Seeking 
assistance from colleagues when confronted with a difficult technical problem, or 
learning how to use new technology from a vendor or a user's manual are common 
occurrences, and according to Table 35, land surveyors most frequently attribute their 
competency to these experiences. 
The next two items on the list, Books and Tutorials, can be better categorized as 
exploratory tools. A lot of learning takes place through reading books and practicing 
skills through tutorials (either in books or computer aided), but competency, in a 
professional sense, is not reached until a practice based experience component is 
completed. This idea is implicit in the emphasis on pre-licensure experience, such as that 
which is articulated in Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 112, Section 81J. 
The ranking of the next three items, Magazines, Seminars and Journals, reveals a 
very important point. With Seminars coming up between Magazines and Journals (two 
resources with the predominant goal of creating awareness), the role of the Seminar in 
learning, and developing competency is questionable. Awareness is certainly a 
prerequisite to learning, and learning is a prerequisite to developing competence, but 
awareness does not guarantee learning, nor does learning guarantee the development of 
competence. 
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Wendy Lathrop articulated this exact point in her November 2000 article in 
Professional Surveyor entitled: "On the Horizon: A 'Need to Know' Basis" when she 
said: 
Then there are the converts who suddenly realize that their forced 
detainment in a classroom actually exposes them to new topics or 
efficient business practices that pique their interests and eventually 
leads them to an improved bottom line (emphasis added) 
Though Lathrop's intent was to use hyperbole to document the value of MCE, her 
statement really serves to confirm the real flaws in the MCE system as it currently exists: 
• The perceived "detainment" of any attendee negatively impacts their learning 
experience, maybe to the point of rendering it counter productive; 
• MCE merely provides "exposure" or awareness; and 
• Awareness is so far removed from impacting actual competency that the only way 
to link the two is in the hope of an "eventuality". 
Taking into account Table 46, it should come as no surprise that no significant 
difference between those practitioners subject to MCE, and those who were not, was 
noted in this study, since the predominant method employed in MCE, seminars, is so far 
removed from the place where competence is developed. It is also likely that the reason 
courses find themselves at the bottom of the list is not because they are ineffective, but 
rather because of the lack of availability of formal coursework in the TPMs chosen for 
the study, because they represent recent advances rather than well integrated technology 
or professional methods. Formal coursework is also generally identified with pre-
professional education and since the PQI was defined to de-emphasize topics where pre-
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professional education applied, its impact should have been low. If the same PQI 
questions were used ten years from now the impact of coursework would likely be higher 
as college curriculums evolve. The fact that coursework is at the bottom of the list further 
validates the choice of questions used to develop the PQI. Availability may also be the 
cause for the low ranking of Journals in that there are essentially only three American 
peer reviewed journals bearing directly on surveying: The Journal of Surveying 
Engineering published by The American Society of Civil Engineers, and two journals 
published by member organizations of the American Congress on Surveying and 
Mapping; Surveying and Land Information Science and Cartographic and Geographic 
Science. This is in stark contrast to other professional disciplines where peer reviewed 
journals abound. 
Land Surveyor Educational Methods and Adult Learning Principles: Table 36 is a matrix 
with the ranked EMs at the top of each column, and the characteristics of Adult and 
Youth Learning models from Table 1 on each row. The letter "Y", for "Yes" has been 
placed in the matrix as applicable. Table 36 makes it abundantly clear that land 
surveyors' methods of learning are wholly consistent with the andragogical principles 
laid down by Knowles and applied by adult educators for the last 40 years. 
It is also interesting to note from Table 36 that seminars, the predominant method 
of delivering MCE, missed on all adult learning (andragogical) principles and was 
marked by alignment with youth learning (pedagogical) principles. Furthermore, the 
high correlation between andragogy and the top three EMs provides a powerful statement 
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of the real lesson of this study on the validity of adult education theory in the continuing 
professional education of land surveyors. 
Table 36. Chart indicating the applicability of both youth and 
adult learning principles from Table 1 to the Educational Methods 
in actual use by land surveyors from Table 35. 
Educational Methods in Order of Actual Use By Land Surveyors 
Weighted Ranking Score (Highest = Most Used) 
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Teacher Directed Learning 
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The lecture style seminar does have a place, and some material, especially where 
the educational goal is to create awareness, is perfectly suited to the seminar approach. 
Examples from land surveying would be such things as case law updates, seminars 
regarding changes in the regulatory environment, the presentation of new ideas, 
technology and research and exam refresher courses. When the goal is to make 
individuals aware of things so they can then go back to their practices to learn and 
develop competency, the seminar is well suited. However, the overwhelming emphasis 
on seminars by the MCE system as the vehicle to have a meaningful impact on practice 
quality and improving competence appears to be misplaced. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Enumerated Conclusions: This study has produced three important conclusions that 
relate to the broad topic of MCE for land surveyors and they are as follows: 
MCE and Competency: MCE does not improve practice quality, and consequently 
competency, of land surveyors any more than continuing professional education which 
happens through active professional practice or through voluntary participation in 
continuing education programs; 
The Role of Seminars: The predominant method utilized in delivering MCE, the seminar, 
plays a relatively minor role as an education method used by land surveyors to develop 
competency, and more likely serves only as a means of generating awareness; 
Land Surveyors and Adult Education Theory: Land surveyors as a profession learn in a 
way that is wholly consistent with the leading theories on adult learning as espoused by 
Malcolm Knowles and which form the underpinnings of the vast majority of adult 
education research that has been done since Knowles' seminal work, The Modern 
Practice of Adult Education: Andragogy vs. Pedagogy was published in 1970. 
Future Research: Focus of future research should be on reforming the MCE framework 
for land surveyors so that the disconnects among adult education theory, MCE delivery 
methods and improved competency, as indicated by this research, can be resolved. 
Research is needed on improving delivery methods of MCE so that such programs 
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capitalize on proven adult learning principles. At the same time, research on how to 
reform existing MCE laws so as to recognize the many other ways in which land 
surveyors gain competency is needed. If work is done on the former and there are no 
reforms in the latter, MCE will continue to fail at realistically impacting practice quality 
and the competency of existing land surveying practitioners. Innovative educational 
methods, if not recognized to be within the allowable methods for receiving MCE credit, 
will not be developed or utilized. 
If the overarching goal of a MCE program is to protect the public from professional 
obsolescence and/or to provide additional accountability of professionals to the public, 
reforms that can demonstrate positive impacts on practice quality and competence should 
be researched and implemented, and ineffective methods of MCE methods should be 
retired, or at least de-emphasized. Developing more and better seminars is not the 
answer, but rather research on integrating self-directed learning methods into MCE 
should be pursued. 
Additional research regarding the exact nature of the ties between adult education 
theory and exactly how land surveyors learn should also be conducted. Once the validity 
of adult education theory as it relates to the continuing education of land surveyors, as 
summarized in Table 36, is acknowledged, focus necessarily should shift from trying to 
improve the weaker methods (i.e. seminars) to embracing self directed learning and the 
educational benefits and flexibility it can provide. 
In summary, a MCE framework for the land surveying profession that is self-directed, 
that can realistically function within existing professional regulatory structures, and that 
recognizes the pragmatic constraints of time and money for practioners should be 
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developed. Regulatory models that encourage a wider variety of educational experiences, 
based on well tested theories of adult education, could either augment or replace existing 
regulations or be used as a framework in those jurisdictions considering implementing 
MCE. Such reforms should become a shared objective of individual practitioners, the 
professional organizations, the regulatory bodies, consumer advocates, and the most 
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Appendix A: CPC Section of NCEES Model Regulations 
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Excerpts from NCEES Model Rules on Continuing Professional Competency 
240.30 Continuing Professional Competency 
The continuing professional competency guidelines are set forth below for the purpose of 
providing consistency in those jurisdictions that adopt mandatory requirements or for 
those jurisdictions that wish to encourage voluntary usage. The purpose of the continuing 
professional competency requirement is to demonstrate a continuing level of competency 
of professional engineers and/or professional surveyors. 
A. Introduction 
Every licensee shall meet the continuing professional competency requirements of these 
regulations for professional development as a condition for licensure renewal. 
B. Definitions 
Terms used in this section are defined as follows: 
1. Professional Development Hour (PDH) - A contact hour (nominal) of instruction or 
presentation. The common denominator for other units of credit. 
2. Continuing Education Unit (CEU) - Unit of credit customarily used for continuing 
education courses. One continuing education unit equals 10 hours of class in approved 
continuing education course. 
3. College/Unit Semester/Quarter Hour - Credit for course in ABET-approved programs 
or other related college course approved in accordance with article E of this section. 
4. Course/Activity - Any qualifying course or activity with a clear purpose and objective 
which will maintain, improve, or expand the skills and knowledge relevant to the 
licensee's field of practice. 
5. Dual Licensee - A person who is licensed as both an engineer and a surveyor. 
C. Requirements 
Every licensee is required to obtain 15 (30 if biennial) PDH units during the renewal 
period year. If a licensee exceeds the annual requirement in any renewal period, a 
maximum of 15 PDH units may be carried forward into the subsequent renewal period. 
PDH units may be earned as follows: 
1. Successful completion of college courses 
2. Successful completion of continuing education courses 
3. Successful completion of short courses/tutorials offered through correspondence, 
television, videotapes, or the Internet 
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4. Presenting or attending qualifying seminars, in-house courses, workshops, or 
professional or technical presentations made at meetings, conventions, or conferences 
5. Teaching or instructing in 1 through 4 above 
6. Authoring published papers, articles, books, or accepted licensing examination items 
7. Active participation in professional or technical societies 
8. Patents 
D. Units 
The conversion of other units of credit to PDH units is as follows: 
1. 1 College or unit semester hour 45 PDH 
2. 1 College or unit quarter hour 30 PDH 
3. 1 Continuing Education Unit 10 PDH 
4. 1 Hour of professional 1 PDH development in course work, seminars, or professional 
or technical presentations made at meetings, conventions, or conferences 
5. For teaching apply multiple of 2* 
6. Each published paper, article, 10 PDH or book 
7. Active participation in 2 PDH professional and technical society (each organization) 
8. Each patent 10 PDH 
* Teaching credit is valid for teaching a course or seminar for the first time only. 
Teaching credit does not apply to full-time faculty. 
E. Determination of Credit 
The board of licensure has final authority with respect to approval of courses, credit, 
PDH value for courses, and other methods of earning credit. 
1. Credit for college or community college approved courses will be based upon course 
credit established by the college. 
2. Credit for qualifying seminars and workshops will be based on 1 PDH unit for each 
hour of attendance. Attendance at qualifying programs presented at professional and/or 
technical society meetings will earn PDH units for the actual time of each program. 
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3. Credit determination for activities D6 and D8 is the responsibility of the licensee 
(subject to review as required by the board). 
4. Credit for activity D7, active participation in professional and technical societies 
(limited to 2 PDH per organization), requires that a licensee serve as an officer and/or 
actively participate in a committee of the organization. PDH credits are not earned until 
the end of each year of service is completed. 
F. Recordkeeping 
The licensee is responsible for maintaining records to be used to support credits claimed. 
Records required include, but are not limited to (1) a log showing the type of activity 
claimed, sponsoring organization, location, duration, instructor's or speaker's name, and 
PDH credits earned; and (2) attendance verification records in the form of completion 
certificates or other documents supporting evidence of attendance. 
G. Exemptions 
A licensee may be exempt from the professional development educational requirements 
for one of the following reasons: 
1. New licensees by way of examination or comity shall be exempt for their first renewal 
period. 
2. A licensee serving on temporary active duty in the armed forces of the United States 
for a period of time exceeding 120 consecutive days in a year shall be exempt from 
obtaining the professional development hours required during that year. 
3. Licensees experiencing physical disability, illness, or other extenuating circumstances 
may apply for an exemption or an extension of time to obtain the credits, subject to the 
review and approval of the board. Supporting documentation must be furnished to the 
board. 
4. Licensees who list their occupation as "Retired" on the board-approved renewal form 
and who further certify that they are no longer receiving any remuneration from 
providing professional engineering or surveying services shall be exempt from the 
professional development hours required. In the event such a person elects to return to 
active practice of professional engineering or surveying, professional development hours 
must be earned before returning to active practice for each year exempted, not to exceed 
the annual 
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227 Court Street 
Plymouth. MA 02360 
April 30, 2006 
Protection of Human Subjects - Unit Review Committee 
College of Natural Sciences. Forestry and Agriculture 
5782 Winslow Hall, Room 106 
University of Maine 
Orono, ME 04469-5782 
Dear Unit Review Committee members: 
Enclosed please find my completed "University of Maine ••• Application for Approval of 
Research with Human Subjects". 1 have also attached the following additional documents: 
1. Summary (abstract) of the Proposal (including a copy of the questionnaire questions); 
2. Identification of Personnel & Qualifications; 
3. Description of the Subject Population; 
4. Informed Consent Form and Procedure; 
5. Description of Confidentiality precautions; 
6. Description of Risk to Subjects; 
7. Assessment of the Benefits of the proposed research. 
As per my conversation with Dr. Bushway on April 7, 2006, it would be greatly appreciated if 
this proposal could be review by the Unit Review Committee without my being present. As you 
may be aware, I am a part time graduate student living in Massachusetts. If needed, 1 am 
avaiiable for a conference call or I can come up to Orono, but 1 would like to avoid a special trip 
if it at all possible. 1 will be on campus full time starting May 1 S!h, but 1 wanted to get this to the 
committee for review prior to the end of the semester in the event that the committee is 
unavailable to confer after May 15th. 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. I can be reached via email at 
anthony.vanno7.zi@umit.maine.edu or at 508-224-8021 if you have any questions or need any 
further information on this application or its attendant support materials. 
Very truly yours, ^ 
A. Richard Vanno/zi, Pl.S 
cc: L. Morin, R. Hint/., K. Hermansen (via email) 
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Summary (Abstract) of the Research Proposal 
Mandatory Continuing Education (MCE) has always been a "hot button" topic in the professions 
and the Land Surveying is no exception. Though most other professions (i.e. medicine, 
education, accountancy, dentistry, nursing, etc) have included scientifically based research as 
part oft heir debate on whether to make continuing education mandator)' or not. engineering in 
general, and Land Surveying as a discipline within engineering have not. Though the Land 
Surveying (and engineering) literature is replete with anecdotal discussions on the topic, (op-ed 
pieces, policy statements, magazine articles, etc.). and tremendous energy is being expended 
within the engineering and Land Surveying professions in debating and making decisions 
regarding the mandatory continuing education issue, the lack of hard research necessitates that 
any need for such research be met by borrowing from other prol'essions. The purpose of the 
proposed research is to add a scientifically defensible study of MCE in the discipline of Land 
Surveying to the existing body of research on MCE. To accomplish this goal all Massachusetts 
Registered Professional Land Surveyors will be surveyed on their use of emerging technologies 
and methods. These data will then be sort according to the registrant's responsibilities for 
mandatory continuing education and then analyzed. This study will not only provide the Land 
Surveying profession with discipline specific findings regarding mandatory continuing 
education, but by comparing the nature of the findings with the findings in similar studies of 
other professions greater applicability of the studies from other professions can be achieved. 
Specifics Regarding the Questionnaire 
A web based survey is proposed using www,Survevmokev.com . A postcard will be mailed to 
all Registered Professional Land Surveyors in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (approx. 
1200) inviting them to participate in the online survey. "Skip Logic" will be used to skip over 
questions asking for detail about a technology or method which the participant indicates they do 
not use. The mailing list is a public record and is readily available from the Massachusetts 
Board of Registration of Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors for a small processing fee. 
As an incentive to participate, the postcard will offer two $50 American Express Gift Cards in a 
random drawing among all participants. I have attached a mock up of the specific questions that 
will be asked in the online survey. Tlte first set (first page) are demographic in nature. The 
second set (second page) are related to collegial and professional activities generally associated 
with professional development, and the third relate to specific technologies and/or methods that 
the participants may or may not utilize in their practice (remaining pages). At the end of the 
survey, participants will be asked to provide their name mailing address, and email address in 
order to protect against multiple submissions by one registrant, and to be entered into the raffle 
for the gift cards. 
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Professional and Colleglal Activities (generally over Frequently Occasionally Rarely 
the past 5 years) (4+times/yr) (2-4 times/yr) a year) 
Attend Professional Organization Local/Chapter/Section 
Meetings 
Attend Professional Development Seminars 
Attend Professional Organization Annual 
Meetings/Conventions 
Meet informally with colleagues to discuss general 
professional matters 
Seek advice of colleagues on specific (unfamiliar or 
complex) projects or technical tasks 
Provide advice to colleagues on specific projects or 
technical tasks 
Attend National or Regional (multi-day) conferences 
Attend Professional Organization Committee Meetings 
Train co-workers on technical matters 
Attend Meetings of Govt. Committee (Elected or 
Appointed Member) 
Write Article or Pa per for Professional Publication 
Teach a class/course on a technical matter(s) 
( 
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For each of the following technologies or technical topics, please Indicate which ones you 
use and do not use. For those you do use, Indicate how you developed competency. These 






Note: The below information is needed to verify that only one survey is completed per MA 
licensee and to send raffle winners their prizes. The below information is NOT part of the 








Identification of Personnel & Qualifications 
Anthony Richard Vannozzi, PLS, the Principle Investigator, will be the only person who will 
have contact with the subjects. That contact will only be via a postcard, sent in via the US mail. 
inviting them to participate in the web based survey. Likewise, the Principle Investigator will be 
the only person handling identifiable data. The Primary Investigator's personal vitae have been 
enclosed. Both as a practitioner in private practice and as an educator, the handling of 
confidential information have been part of the Principle Investigator's daily responsibilities for 
over 20 years. Documentation regarding the Principle Investigator's completion of the University 
of Maine's Protection oflluman Subjects training is included, as well. 
Informed Consent 
Informed consent will begin with the postcard inviting Registered Professional Land Surveyors 
to participate. It will clearly be an invitation to voluntarily participate. The opening page of the 
questionnaire will be an informed consent notice/form. In order to participate in the survey 
individuals will have to answer in the affirmative to a question on whether they have read, 
understand, and agree to voluntarily participate. An answer in the negative will abort the survey. 
Below is the Proposed Informed Consent Notice/Form that will be used as the gateway to the on-
line survey: 
Tlwnk you for taking the time to log in to this survey! Below are some things you should 
know before you decide if you would like to participate in this voluntary study: 
• This research project is being conducted by A. Richard Vannozsi, PLS, a (iraduate 
student in the Department of Forest Management at the University of Maine. The 
purpose of the research is to learn more about continuing education as it relates to 
emerging technologies and methods used by Registered Professional Land Surveyors 
in Massachusetts. 
• If you decide to participate, you will be asked a series of questions about a variety of 
technologies and method* which you may or may not use in your practice and the 
education methods you have used to learn about them. You will also be asked a 
number of questions about where you practice, oilier licenses you may hold and your 
professional development liabils to help categorize the respondents for the purposes 
of the study. It may lake approximately ten minutes to complete the survey. Kxcept 
for your time and inconvenience, there are no foreseeable risks to you in 
participating in this study. 
• Ax a benefit to you, and hopefully as an incentive to participate, two participants will 
be randomly chosen from among all those who complete the questionnaire to receive 
a $50 American Express gift card "Ihe gift cards will be mailed to the winners. 
• At the end of the smvey you will be asked to provide your name, mailing address and 
email address for the sole purpose of insuring that only one survey is completed per 
registrant and for sending the "winners" their gift cards. 
• Regarding confidentiality, alt raw data, thai includes identifiable data will be stored 
in a password protected EXCEL spreadsheet and will only be accessible by the 
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Principle Investigator. As mentioned above, the identifiable data is being collected 
solely to insure that individuals only participate once, and to make mire the incentive 
prizes can be transmitted to the winners. Please be assured that prior to analysis all 
identifiable data will be stripped from the files. At the conclusion of the research 
project all copies of data files with identifiable data will be destroyed Mo access, by 
others, to the identifiable data will be permitted by the Principle Investigator. 
• Please remember that participation is voluntary. If you choose to take part in this 
study, you may stop at any time during the study. You may also skip any questions 
you do not wish to answer. 
• If you have any questions about this stud}>, please contact rfw Principle Investigator, 
A. Richard Vannozzi, PIS via email at anlhonv. vannozziCtfcumitniaine.edu. 
• Fai may also reach tlie faculty advisor on this study, Louis Morin at 
{Lmarinf(i.apollo. umenfa.mame. edit). If you have any questions about your rights as 
a research participant, please contact Gayle Anderson, Assistant to the University of 
Maine "s Prvtection of Human Subjects Review Board at 207-581-1498 (or e-mail 
mkimimsn!Mitmit,mmm,<i<kh 
• If you would like to participate, please click on the "Continue " button, below. If you 
would like to exit now, please click on the "Exit" button below. 
Confidentiality 
As described in the informed consent notice/form, above, all raw data, that includes identiliable 
data will be stored in a password protected KXCEL spreadsheet and will only be accessible by 
the Principle Investigator. This password protected spreadsheet will be burned to a CD for back 
up and archival purposes, only. To the extent necessary, one working copy of the password 
protected raw data will be kept on the Principal Investigator's Computer's hard drive, and will 
not be emailed, placed on any servers, or copied onto any computers where files are regularly 
backed up or archived beyond the control of the Principle Investigator. As mentioned above, the 
identifiable data is being collected solely to insure that individuals only participate once, and to 
make sure the incentive prizes can be transmitted to the winners. Prior to analysis all 
identifiable data will be stripped from the working files. At the conclusion of the research 
project all copies of data files with identifiable data, including the archive CD will be destroyed. 
No access, by others, to the identifiable data will be permitted by the Principle Investigator at 
any time or under any circumstance. 
Risks to Subjects 
Except for time and inconvenience, there are no foreseeable risks to the participants in this study. 
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Benefits to the Land Surveying Profession and the Subjects 
As described in the abstract, though the educational and professional literature is replete with 
studies on MCE, no study of the effectiveness of MCE as it relates to the Land Surveying 
profession, specifically, has been found in the literature. Engineering literature is also devoid of 
such studies. Cursory review of other professions seems to show that before most professions 
have been able to focus their energy on how best to improve the quality of the education 
experiences and the quality of learning, they must first address the more passionate issue of the 
level of government regulation. Though it would be nice to think that debate on whether 
continuing education should be mandatory or voluntary could be "set aside" in order for a 
particular profession to focus on the actual education, realistically a decision on whether a 
mandatory or voluntary model is employed impacts so greatly the economics and viability of any 
meaningful proposal that, practically, it needs to be addressed first. It is hoped that this study will 
meet this need of the I,and Surveying profession in an effort to move the conversation on 
continuing professional education forward. The sooner the Land Surveying profession settles on 
a framework for its continuing education, irrespective of whether it is one based on mandatory 
or voluntary CE, the sooner it can dedicate its energies to improvements in methods of teaching 
and learning in order to provide more effective continuing professional education. As 
stakeholders in this national debate the subjects will personally benefit from the results of the 
research. There is, of course, the additional benefit to each participant of the possibility of being 
chosen to receive one of the incentive prizes. 
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answers you submitted Page 1 of2 
Confirmation Page 
Here is a copy of the answers you submitted on the Quiz. Your quiz has been 
submitted by email to Gayle Anderson for grading. She will grade it by hand and 
contact you by email when she completes the grading. Please print this page for 
your records. 
Name: Anthony Richard Vannozzi 
Department: Forest Management 




This is a listing of the answers you submitted 
Question 1: d.AII of the above 
Question 2: True 
Question 3: S.all of the above. 
Question 4: True 
Question 5: True 
Question 6: True 
Question 7: False 
Question 8: c.AII of the above. 
Question 9: False 
Question 10: True 
Question 11: True 
Question 12: h)AII of the above 
Question 13: Yes 
Question 14: Yes 
http://www.umame.edu/irb/ vti bin/shtml.dll/quiz2btt.htm 3/29/2006 
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answers you submitted Page 2 of 2 
Question 15: False 
Revised: 01/07/04. 
Send email to gayle.anderson@umit.maine.edu with questions or comments to our Feedbackjoirn about this wt 
site. 
Last modified: 01/25/2003 
http://www.umaine.edu/irb/ vti bin/shtml.dll/quiz2btt.htm 3/29/2006 
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Anthony R. Vannozzi 
From: Gayle Anderson [Gayle_Anderson@umit.maine.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 31, 2006 2:07 PM 
To: Anthony Vannozzi; vannozzia@wit.edu 
Subject: human subjects tutorial 
Anthony -
Thank you for completing the human subjects tutorial. You have successfully met the training requirement. 
Gayle 
Gayle Anderson 
Special Assistant for Research Administration 
Office of the Vice President for Research 
University of Maine 
5717 Corbett Hail. Room 443 






A. Richard Vannozzi, P.L.S. 
B.S. in Forestry with High Honors and High Distinction, University of Maine at 
Orono, 1984: Concentrations in both Surveying and Forest Management; (GPA 
3.4). 
Part-Time Graduate Student, University of Maine, Orono, Department of Forest 
Management, 2003 to dale. 
Attendance at over forty full day continuing education courses sponsored by 
various land surveying associations throughout New England. 
Registered Professional land Surveyor; Massachusetts, (1988). 
Adjunct Surveying Instnictor, Wentworth Institute of Technology, Department of 
Civil, Construction and Environment. Course Coordinator for CCKV 200 
(Surveying I) and CCKV 300 (Surveying II) which includes the teaching of all 
lectures, developing the course syllabi (using WcbCT CMS), and the teaching of 
laboratory sections as schedule allows. Adjunct laboratory Instnictor, CCKV 116, 
Construction Graphics (Autocad Portion), 2004 to date. 
Adjunct Surveying Instructor, Wentworth Institute of Technology, Division of 
Professional and Continuing Studies, Professional I and Surveying Certificate 
Program. Courses taught include lectures and labs in the following courses: 
SURV 100 (Construction Surveying), SURV 160 (Surveying Measurement I), 
SURV 340 (Surveying Measurement II), and lectures for SURV 150 (Overview 
of Surveying Technology), SURV 250 (Legal Aspects of Surveying I), SURV 
390 (Legal Aspects of Surveying II), and SURV 380 (Massachusetts Regulations 
Affecting the Surveying Profession), 2002 to date 
laboratory Supervisor, Department of Civil, Construction and Environment, 
Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, MA. Responsible for managing the 
Department's 9 laboratories. 2003-2005. 
19 years of 1 and Surveying experience in private practice at all levels. 15 years of 
said experience has been as a Registered Professional Land Surveyor. 
Professional emphasis in boundary research, retracement of ancient and 
obliterated boundaries and consultation in relation to land boundary disputes. 
Operated A.R. Vannozzi & Associates, a full service land surveying firm located 
in Plymouth, Ma. from 1995-2003. Experience has included the following: 
• Consultation on boundary, title, easement, and zoning litigation; 
• Consultation on zoning, subdivision, and permitting strategy; 
• Consultation regarding zoning changes; 
• Consultation on construction litigation; 
• Expert Testimony (Superior Court, and the Massachusetts Land Court); 
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Vannozzi vitae, pg. 2. 
• Research and Rctraeement of ancient boundaries and rights of way; 
• Land Court Surveys, (both Original Petition and Subdivision Plans); 
• ALT A/ACS M Land Title Surveys of commercial properties; 
• Title Insurance Surveyor's Reports for numerous private companies, as well 
as HUD; 
• Topographic and existing conditions mapping for engineering design 
projects; 
• Layout and control surveys for the construction of buildings and utilities on 
large commercial development projects; 
• Roadway and Residential construction layout; 
• Preparation of definitive subdivision plans and preparation of ANR plans; 
• Preparation of "No new lines & ways". (8IX), plans; 
• Vertical and Horizontal Control for mapping from aerial photography; 
• Rclracement/Control Surveys for residential lot staking, and commercial 
boundary layout; 
• Building, site, roadway, and subsurface utility As-Built Surveys for various 
purposes; 
• Preparation of FEMA flood hazard elevation certificates. 
Related 
Professional 
Endeavors: Semi-annual in house training, Norfolk County Engineering Department 
providing full day seminars on various surveying related topics, 2003 to date. 
I'eatured Seminar Speaker for the Maine Society of Land Surveyors on Business 
Profitability, 2005. 
I'eatured Seminar Speaker, Real Estate Bar Association of Massachusetts on the 
topic: Components of Quality Surveys, 2004. 
Featured Seminar Speaker for the Massachusetts Association of 1 and Surveyors 
and Civil Engineers (MALSCK) on Basic Boundary I .aw (2003), land Court, 
(2001), Land Surveying Research (1998, 1999). Standards (1992). 
Curriculum Development, Wentworth Institute of Technology, Division of 
Professional and Continuing Studies, 2002 to 2003: Surveying Measurement (2 
courses), Boundary law (2 courses), Mass. Regulations, and Surveying 
Technology). 
Featured Seminar Speaker for the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping 
(ACSM) on Advanced land Surveying Research, 2000. 
Mathematics Instructor, Quincy College at Plymouth, 1998 to 2001, 
(Basic Mathematics, Algebra and Statistics). 
Surveying Instructor, Continuing Education Division, Massasoit Community 
College, Canton, MA, 1987 to 1988, (Basic Surveying, Basic Boundary law). 
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Vannozzi resume, pg. S. 
Publication of Professional Essays, PUB Magazine, 1997, 1998. 
Presentation on the use of least squares adjustment techniques in the boundary 
determination process. ACSM annual convention. Baltimore, MD, 1998. 
Professional 
Aililiations: Massachusetts .Association of Land Surveyors and Civil Engineers; member 1984 
to date; 
President, 1996 -1998; 
Recipient of the Surveyor of the Year award, 1998; 
Recipient of the Llewellyn T. Sehofield Excellence in Surveying Award from 
the Eastern Massachusetts Chapter, 1997; 
Recipient of a 1994 Presidential Citation for Professional Service and 
leadership; 
Recipient of a 2002 Presidential Citation for Leadership in Surveying 
Education; 
Recipient of a 2003 Presidential Citation for leadership in Surveying 
Education; 
Recipient of a 2005 Presidential Citation for Leadership in Surveying 
Education; 
Professional Development Committee, 1987 to 1989, Chair, 2000 to 2002, 
2005. 
Instructor, Massachusetts School of Survey, 1992 to date. 
Board of Directors, 1987 to date; 
Newsletter Editor, 1998 to 2000; 
Eastern Massachusetts Chapter Board of Directors, 1987 to 1995; 
Eastern Massachusetts Chapter Vice President, 1989 to 1991; 
Eastern Massachusetts Chapter President, 1991 to 1993; 
Standards Committee Chair, 1989 to 1996; 
Convention Committee, 1987 to 1988, and 1994 to 1995; 
Joint MALSCE/Board of Registration Standards Committee, 2002 to dale; 
M ALSCE Law Book Committee, Co-Chair (Case Law Section) 2004 to date. 
American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, National Society of 
Professional Surveyors; member. 
New England Section, ACSM, member. 
fhe Engineering Center (a consortium of professional engineering associations 
located in Boston, Ma.), Vice-President 1998 to 1999, President, 1999-2000; 
TEC'TECET Educational Initiative, 2002 to 2004. 
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Community 
Activities: 
Rotary Club of Plymouth; 
Honorary Member, 2003 to date 
Member 1989 to 2003 
President, 2001 to 2002; 
President-Eleet, 2000-2001; 
Vice Pres./ Fund Raising Chair7l999-2000; 
Paul Harris Fellow, 1996; 
Assistant Treasurer, 1993 to 1995; 
Board of Directors, 1991 to 1993; 1999 to 2003 
Cable TV Auction Committee 1995 to date 
Scouting; 
Eagle Scout, 1977; 
Vigil Honor. WWW, 1980; 
Cub Scout Pack 47, Plymouth, Ma.; 
Cubmaster, 1997 to 2001; 
Committee Chair, 1994 lo 1996; 
Tiger Cub Coordinator, 1996 to 1997. 
Boy Scout Troop 47, Plymouth, Ma; 
Committee Chair, 2004 to 2005; 
Treasurer 1996 to 2004. 
Church of the Pilgrimage, UCC, 
Sunday School Teacher, 1995 to 1999; 
Board of Trustees, 1991 to 1993; 
Stewardship Committee, 1987 to 1990. 
Old Colony Club, Plymouth, MA, 2005 to date. 
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The questionnaire can be found at 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u= [proper survey number to be inserted] 
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Anthony R. Vannozzi 
From: Anthony Vannozzi [anthony.vannozzi@urrtit.rnaine.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2006 11:54 AM 
To: 'Gayle Anderson' 
Cc: 'Louis Morin' 
Subject: Thesis Experiment Addendum: Anthony Vannozzi 
Gayle: Per our conversation earlier today, After consulting with my advisor, Louis Morin, and due to lower than 
expected completion rates for my previously approved on-line questionnaire (part of my thesis experiment) I 
would like to send out a "reminder" email, I would use the exact same text as in the previously approved postcard 
with the following adaptations: 
1) The Email Subject Heading will be: "Continuing Professional Education in Land Surveying: OrvLine 
Questionnaire Follow-up" 
2) The second paragraph from the postcard will be revised as follows 
Postcard says: 
"This invitation to participate is being sent to all Registered Professional Land Surveyors in 
Massachusetts using the publicly available list obtained from the Massachusetts Board of 
Registration" 
Email will say: 
"This invitation to participate is extended to all Registered Professional Land Surveyors in 
Massachusetts and a postcard has been previously sent to all RPLS's using the publicly available 
list obtained from the Massachusetts Board of Registration". This follow-up email, with a link to 
the questionnaire's URL is being sent at my request by the Massachusetts Association of Land 
Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc, to their existing Professional Development email list" 
3) The URL will be a live link directly to the questionnaire 
4) Directly above the words "Thank you" I will add the following line: "If you have already completed the 
questionnaire, thank you, and please disregard this notice." 
I have attached a copy of the postcard, as sent, and the email as proposed for your use. Please let me know as 
soon as possible if I may send this email, and if there are any changes that need to be made. I would like to get it 
out as early as possible this week so that I do not need to change my 7/21/06 deadline. I am on campus if there 










As part of my graduate studies at the University of Maine I am currently conducting 
research on continuing professional education as it relates to the Land Surveying 
profession in Massachusetts. As part of this research, 1 am inviting you to participate in a 
survey on emerging technologies and methods, and education in our profession. I have 
set up a questionnaire "on-line" for this purpose. This is much easier than filling in dots 
on paper surveys and mailing it back and will only takes about 5-10 minutes of your time. 
litis invitation to participate is extended to all Registered Professional Land Surveyors in 
Massachusetts and a postcard has been previously sent to all RPLS's using the publicly 
available list obtained from the Massachusetts Board of Registration". This follow-up 
email, with a link to the questionnaire's URL is being sent at my request by the 
Massachusetts Association of I .and Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc. to their existing 
Professional Development email list. 
As an incentive to participate I am offering two $50 American Express gift cards as 
prizes in a random drawing among all the participants. 
The questionnaire can be found at: 
http:'./www.s»rvtfMnonkev.com.'5.asp?u~874242245.873 
Please respond BEFORE July 21. 2006. The prizes will be awarded at that time! 
If you have already completed the questionnaire, thank you, and please disregard this 
notice. 
Thank you, 
A, Richard Vannozzi, PLS 
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Anthony R. Vannozzi 
From: Gayle Anderson [Gayle_Anderson@umit.maine.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2006 3:36 PM 
To: Anthony Vannozzi 'Louis Morin' <Lmorin@apollo.umenfa.maine.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thesis Experiment Addendum: Anthony Vannozzi 
Anthony - the modifications are approved Thanks, Gayle 
Oaylc: Per our conversation earlier today, After consulting with my advisor, Louis Morin, and due to lower than 
expected completion rates for my previously approved on-line questionnaire (part of my thesis experiment) I would like 
to send out a 
"reminder" email. 1 would use the exact same text as in the previously approved postcard with the following adaptations: 
1) The Email Subject Heading will be: "Continuing Professional Education in Land Surveying: On-Linc 
Questionnaire Follow-up" 
2) The second paragraph from the postcard will be revised as follows: 
Postcard says; 
"This invitation to participate is being sent to all Registered Professional Land Surveyors m Massachusetts using the 
publicly available list obtained from the Massachusetts Board of Registration" 
Email will say: 
"This invitation to participate is extended to all Registered Professional Land Surveyors in Massachusetts and a postcard 
has been previously sent to all RPLS's using the publicly available list obtained from the Massachusetts Board of 
Registration". This follow-up email, with a link to the questionnaire's URL is being sent at my request by the 
Massachusetts Association of Land Sun'eyors and Civil Engineers, Inc. to their existing Professional Development email 
list" 
3) The URL will be a live link directly to the questionnaire 
4) Directly above the words "Thank you" I will add the following line: "If you have already completed the 
questionnaire, thank you, and please disregard this notice," 
I have attached a copy of the postcard, as sent, and the email as proposed for your use. Please let mc know as soon as 
possible if 1 may send this email, and if there are any changes that need to be made. 1 would like to gel it out as early as 
possible this week so that I do not need to change my 7/21 /06 deadline I am on campus if there is anything further you 






Special Assistant for Research Administration 
Office of the Vice President for Research 
University of Maine 







Appendix C: Survey Monkey Questionnaire Printout 
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C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey > 
1 . Informed Consent Form 
Thank you for taking the time to log in to this survey! Below are some things you should know 
before you decide if you would like to participate in this voluntary study: 
• This research project is being conducted by A. Richard Vannozzi, PLS, a Graduate Student in 
the Department of Forest Management at the University of Maine. The purpose of the research is 
to learn more about continuing education as it relates to emerging technologies and methods 
used by Registered Professional Land Surveyors in Massachusetts. 
• If you decide to participate, you will be asked a series of questions about a variety of 
technologies and methods which you may or may not use in your practice and the education 
methods you have used to learn about them. You will also be asked a number of questions about 
where you practice, other licenses you may hold and your professional development habits to 
help categorize the respondents for the purposes of the study. It may take approximately ten 
minutes to complete the survey. Except for your time and inconvenience, there are no 
foreseeable risks to you in participating in this study. 
• As a benefit to you, and hopefully as an incentive to participate, two participants will be 
randomly chosen from among all those who complete the questionnaire to receive a $50 
American Express gift card. The gift cards will be mailed to the winners. 
• At the end of the survey you will be asked to provide your name, mailing address and email 
address for the sole purpose of insuring that only one survey is completed per registrant and for 
sending the "winners" their gift cards. 
• Regarding confidentiality, all raw data, that includes identifiable data will be stored in a 
password protected EXCEL spreadsheet and will only be accessible by the Principal Investigator. 
As mentioned above, the identifiable data is being collected solely to insure that individuals only 
participate once, and to make sure the incentive prizes can be transmitted to the winners. Please 
be assured that prior to analysis all identifiable data will be stripped from the files. At the 
conclusion of the research project all copies of data files with identifiable data will be destroyed. 
No access, by others, to the identifiable data will be permitted by the Principal Investigator. 
• Please remember that participation is voluntary. If you choose to take part in this study, you 
may stop at any time during the study. You may also skip any questions you do not wish to 
answer. 
• If you have any questions about this study, please contact the Principal Investigator, A, Richard 
Vannozzi, PLS via email at anthony.vannozzi@umit.maine.edu . 
• You may also reach the faculty advisor on this study, Louis Morin at 
(Lmorin@apollo.umenfa.maine.edu). If you have any questions about your rights as a research 
participant, please contact Gayle Anderson, Assistant to the University of Maine's Protection of 
Human Subjects Review Board, at 207-581-1498 (or e-mail gayle.anderson@umit.maine.edu). 
• If you would like to participate, please click on "Continue" and then the "Next" button, below. 
• If you would like to exit now, please click on "Exit" and then the "Next" button, below. 
,»J Continue 
,JExit 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exitthis survey > 
2. Current Licensure by State 
2. Which states are you currently licensed as a LAND SURVEYOR in and when were you FIRST licensed in 
each? 








Other(s) (Please enter earliest 
decade that applies) 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
3. Other Professional Licenses 








Continuing Educat ion in Land Surveying Ques t iona i r e Exit this surwey > 
4. Percentage of Work Time dedicated to Land Surveying 
4. APPROXIMATELY what percent of your work time is spent practicing within the broad area of land 
surveying? 
(This should be 100% unless you are a practicing professional in another discipline (i.e. PE) 
or are engaged in another profession where licensure is not required (i.e. real estate development) 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
J <fil <i# <•*? <£} 4# *il 4t 4l -J 4& 
<< Prev Next » 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
5. Percentage of Work Time By State 
5. APPROXIMATELY, What percent of your land surveying work time (weeks in the last year) was spent on 
projects in each of the following states? 
Total boxes check should equal 100% 











Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
6. Formal Education 
6. Which of the below best describes your highest level of formal education? 
*j Doctorate 
, J Law Degree 
J Masters Degree 
,J BS: Surveying, Surv. Era), or SVT 
^J BS: Other Engineering or Engineering Technology 
J, BS/BA/BFA: Other 
^J AS: Surveying, Surv. Eng. or SVT 
^j AS: Other Engineering or Engineering Technology 
^J AS/AA: Other 
, > Some College Courses 
J High School 
, jr Other (please specify) 
< < Prev Next > > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
7. Professional and Collegial Activities 
Exit th is survey > 
7. Which of the following activities do you participate in, and GENERALLY how frequently over the past 5 
years? 
Teach a class/course on a technical matter(s) 
Seek advice of colleagues on specific (unfamiliar or 
complex) projects or technical tasks 
Write Article for Professional Publication 
Attend Prof. Organization Annual Meeting/Convention 
Attend Prof. Development Seminars 
Meet informally with colleagues to discuss general 
professional matters 
Attend Meetings as a public official (Elected or Appt. 
Member) 
Train co-workers on technical matters 
Attend National or Regional (multi-day) conferences 
Attend Prof. Organization Local/Chapter/Section Meetings 
< < Prev Next >> 
Approx. Approx. Approx. Less than 
4+ 2-3 once a once a Never 
tirnes/yr times/yr year year 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i r e Exit this survey » 
8. Technology and Technical Topics 
On the following pages you will be asked a series of questions about specific technologies or 
technical topics, your use of them in your practice, and how you developed competency in those 
that you use. These questions pertain to you PERSONALLY, not to your business or individuals 
working under your supervision. 
The General topics (not necessarily in this order) are: 
Data Collection (Field & Office) 
GPS (Field & Office) 
Least Squares Adjustment 
ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys 
Zoning and Subdivision 
CAD 
Boundary Case Law 
Surveying Business 
< < Prev Next > > 
f 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
9. Static GPS: Field 
8. Do you perform Static GPS in the field? 
Yes No 
< < Pjrev Next > > 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Q u e s t i o n a i r e Exit this survey > 
10. "Static GPS: Field" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
9. Which of the following Tools and /or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Static GPS: 
Field"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB/PS/ACSM Buitetin/Amer, 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL article (i.e. SaUS, 1 of 
Surveying Eng.) 
Worked on a project with a colleague (co-worker or outside 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Owner/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 













































<< Prev Next >> 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
11 . RTK GPS: Field 
10. Do you perform RTK GPS in the field? 
Yes No 
< < Prev Next....>> 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey > 
12. "RTK GPS: Field" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
1 1 . Which of the following Tools and /or Methods have you used to develop competency in "RTK GPS; Field"? 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Read a text book ^J ^J ^j , j 
Took a College Course (for credit) ^ .j ^j _j 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar *& ^ *J **J 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB?PS/ACSM 8u(letin?Amer. ^J -J J ^ 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, 3. of Surveying -J ij ^ J> 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside _j _j j j 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual *J 4H -*J *J 
Attended Vendor Training ^j ^ _j ^ 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) • $ ' • $ * } -J 
<< Prev Next > > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
13. Least Squares Adjustment Calculations 
12. Do you perform adjustment calculations using least squares? 
Yes No 
^# ail 
<< Prev Next >> 
1 
Exit this survey > 
Con t i nu ing Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey > 
14. "Least Squares Adjustment Calculations" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
13, Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Least Squares 
Adjustment Calculations"? 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Read a text book +J *J •& J 
Took a College Course (for credit) _j j ^ j 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar ^j ^ ,^j ^j 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB?PS/ACSM Bulletin?Amer. *t Jf ^ J 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J. of Surveying M 4) J ^J 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside iS «*t ,J «t 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual | j § ^ ^ J 
Attended Vendor Training *3 «J ,J -J 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) j j j . JJ Jf -^ 
« Prev Next > > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
15. Data Collector: Field Use 
14, Do you use a data co l lector in t he f ie ld? 
Yes No 
< < Prey Next > > 
oo 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Q u e s t i o n a i r e Exit this survey > 
16. "Data Collector: Field Use" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
15. Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Data Collector; 
Field Use"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB?PS/ACSM Bulietin?Amer. 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J. of Surveying 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) 
« Prev Next » 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
17. ALTA/ACSM Land Title Survey Plan Preparation 
16. Do yow prepare ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys? 
Yes No 
<<JPrev Next > > 
0 0 
) 
Exit this survey > 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i r e Exit this survey > 
18. "ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
17, Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "ALTA/ACSM 
Land Title Surveys"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB?PS/ACSM 8ulletm?Amer. 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaLlS, J. of Surveying 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Ortline) 
« Prey Next >> 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
f 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
19. Static GPS: Office Calculations 
18, Do you do Stat ic GPS of f ice calculat ions? 
Yes No 
< < Prey Next > > 
0 0 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey » 
20. "Static GPS: Office Calculations" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
19, Which of the following Tools and /or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Static GPS: 
Office Calculations"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. P0B7PS/ACSM Bulletin?Amer. 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J. of Surveying 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) 
< < Prev Next > > 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
1 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
21. RTK GPS: Office Calculations 
20, Do you do RTK GPS o f f i ce calculat ions? 
Yes No 
<<JPrey Next > > 
- J 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Q y e s t i o n a i r e Exit this survey » 
22. "RTK GPS: Office Calculations" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
2 1 . Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "RTK GPS; Office 
Calculations"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. P0B7PS/ACSM BulIetin?Amer. 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J, of Surveying j .J .J ^ 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside ^j ^j _j ^J 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual ^ ^J j J i 
Attended Vendor Training -J ^ «J J 

























« Prey Next >> 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
23. Application of Subdivision and Zoning Case Law to Land Surveying Practice 
22. Do you do apply zoning and subdivision case law in your land surveying practice? 
Yes No 
<<...Prey Next > > 
0 0 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Qvestionaire Exit this survey 
24. "Application of Zoning and Subdivision Case Law" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
23. Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in the "Application of Zoning 
and Subdivision Case Law to Land Surveying Practice"? 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Read a text book j ^ ^j ^j 
Took a College Course (for credit) ^j ^j _j ^ 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar *J <J •*) •*»} 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB7PS/ACSM Builetin'Amer. Surveyor) ^ j _j _j 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, 3. of Surveying Eng.) ^J ^j jf ^J 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside consultant) *J *J -«J V 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual , j) .J) jt ^ 
Attended Vendor Training ^j ^j ^j ^ 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Onlioe) ^J ^J j ^j 
« Prev .Nextj>> 
i 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
25. Preparation of Boundary/Subdivision Plans using CAD 
24, Do you do use CAD in the preparation of boundary/subdivision plans? 
Yes No 
< < Prey Next. > > 
^o 
Exit this survey > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
26. "CAD" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
Exit th is survey > 
25, Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "CAD"? 
Used Used Used 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently 
Read a text book ^f 
Took a College Course (for credit) ^j 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar ^ 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB?PS/ACSM BuIletin?Amer. _ j 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J. of Surveying ^ 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside . ^ 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual ^ J 
Attended Vendor Training j 








< < Prev Next > > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
27. Use of Data Collector Files/Data in the Office 
26, Do you do use data collector f i les/data in the office? 
Yes No 
< < JPrev Next > > 
» 
Exit this survey > 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey » 
28. "Data Collector Files/Data: Office Use" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
27. Which of the following Tools and /or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Data Collector 
Files/Data: Office Use"? 
Read a tact book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. P0B7PS/ACSM Bulletin?Amer, 
Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaUS, J. of Surveying 
Eng.) 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside 
consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/On!ine) 
< < Prey Next > > 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire 
29, Application of Case Law to Boundary Decisions 
28. Do you apply case law to boundary decisions? 
Yes No 




Exit th is surwey > 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Ex«t this survey 
30. "Application of Case Law to Boundary Decisions" Competency Development Tools and Methods 
29. Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Application of Case Law 
to Boundary Decisions"? 
Used Used Used Did Not 
Extensively Frequently infrequently Use 
Read a text book ^J J -J) ^f 
Took a College Course (for credit) J j ^j ^f 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar .£ *J *J *Ji 
Read a MAGAZINE article (Le. POB'PS/ACSM BuIlettn'Amer. Surveyor) _j ^j ^j ^ 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (SaLIS, J. of Surveying Eng.) * j J J »# 
Worked on a project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside consultant) J J J V 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual ^ ^ i^ %J 
Attended Vendor Training ^ ^ ^j ,j 
Completed Tutorials (CO/Books/Manuals/Online) aJ *J *$ J 
« Prey Next >> 
C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion in Land S u r v e y i n g Ques t i ona i re Exit this survey > 
3 1 . Client Relations, Contracts, Professional Liability, Business Mgmt. 
30, Are you in invo lved in Cl ient Relat ions, Contracts, Professional L iabi l i ty a n d / o r Business Mgmt? 
Yes No 
< < Prev Next > > 
Cont inu ing Educat ion in Land Surveying Quest ionai re Exit this survey 
32. "Client Relations, Contracts, Prof. Liab., Business Mgmt." Competency Development Tools and Method 
3 1 . Which of the following Tools and/or Methods have you used to develop competency in "Client Relations, Contracts, 
Professional Liability, and/or Business Mgmt"? 
Read a text book 
Took a College Course (for credit) 
Attended a Continuing Education Seminar 
Read a MAGAZINE article (i.e. POB'PS/ACSM BuHetrn'Amer. Surveyor) 
Read a PEER REVIEWED JOURNAL Article (Sa l ts , 3. of Surveying Eng.) 
Worked on 2 project w/ colleague (co-worker or outside consultant) 
Read Equipment/Software Onwer/User Guide/Instruction Manual 
Attended Vendor Training 
Completed Tutorials (CD/Books/Manuals/Online) 
« Prev Next >> 
Used Used Used Did Hot 
Extensively Frequently Infrequently Use 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey » 
33. Questionaire Completion Page 
* 32. You have completed the questionaire! If you would like to be entered in the drawing for the two 
American Express Gift Cards you will need to answer a few more questions, strictly for that purpose 
£} Yes! Take me to the next page to answer a few more questions and enter me in the drawing 
£0 No, I do not wish to be entered in the drawing 
<< Prev Next >> 
I 
Continuing Education in Land Surveying Questionaire Exit this survey > 
34. Drawing Entry Page 
You must answer all questions below to be entered in the drawing. 
33. Last Name 
34. First Name 
35. Middle Initial 
36 . Email Address: 
37 . Mailing Address: 
Continuing Educat ion in Land Surveying Ques t iona i r e Exit this survey » 
35. Ending Page 
Thank you again, hit the "Done!" button to exit the survey and record your results 
<< Prev Done >> 
to 
o 
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224 
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